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113
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115
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193
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263
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283

1. “Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2735, 2012”
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12.00 COUNCIL MEMBER ROUND TABLE
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13.00 ADJOURNMENT

Please note that there is a Public Hearing scheduled for 5:00 p.m. in relation to Phased
Development Agreement Authorization Bylaw No. 2752 (Buckstone Investments Ltd.)
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Comox Lake Watershed Sustainable Use Recreation Area
A proposal to protect water quality, ecological values, public access and support sustainable use
in the Comox Lake Watershed
Executive Summary
The proposed Sustainable Use Recreation Area for the Comox Lake watershed was developed
to strike a balance between the human needs for drinking water, recreation and economic uses
with conservation of water quality and ecological values.
The Comox Lake Watershed is the source of most Comox Valley residents’ drinking water. The
watershed is well used by the public for a wide range of recreational activities and is a gateway
to Strathcona Park. Private forest companies own 65% of the watershed and are active in largescale clear-cut logging. The K’ómoks First Nation has aboriginal rights and title, an interest in
economic opportunities and access the watershed for cultural use.
The watershed has no single agency or public authority with the power or mandate to manage
its overall health. Instead, a diverse number of stakeholders with varying degrees of authority
and rights assert their own interests. The watershed’s health is at risk from a number of existing
and potential threats from human use. These risks include: industrial use from large scale
logging and proposed open pit coal mining; residential land development projects; 71 cabins
adjacent to Comox Lake; and unmanaged public access and recreational use.i
This proposal outlines a vision for a healthy watershed run by a local public Watershed
Authority with the ability to develop and implement an ecologically based multi-use
management plan to achieve the following goals:
Watershed Health Goals
1. Maintain high water quality
2. Conserve sensitive ecological areas and biodiversity
Human Use Goals
3. Ensure public access
4. Enhance and protect public recreation values
5. Support and oversee development of sustainable economic opportunities
The Authority would ensure that Watershed Health goals are not compromised in the pursuit of
public access, economic and recreational goals.
To achieve the above five goals, existing land use designations would have to be changed to
eliminate large-scale industrial logging and the potential for mining and land development in
the watershed. Watershed health risks from other sources such as recreation, small scale
3
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forestry, existing cabins and other land uses would be addressed through the implementation
of an ecologically-based management plan.
The proposal identifies a number of benefits and opportunities. These include long term
protection of water quality; maintenance and restoration of the watersheds hydrology to provide
improved summer and fall inflows into Comox Lake; conservation of sensitive ecosystems and
habitat of species at risk; improved wildlife and fisheries management; and ensured public access
for recreation.
Potential ecologically sound economic benefits and
opportunities for revenue generation are identified
including:
 potential savings of $25 to $32 million to local
governments on water filtration
infrastructure plus future operating costs,
 revenue generation through carbon credits,
 outdoor recreation and ecotourism activities,
 small-scale sustainable forestry operations.

Photo courtesy
ofDawson
Kerry Dawson
Kerry
photo

This proposal requires the Provincial Government to take a proactive role in:
 changing land use designations and negotiating with landowners
 applying the powers under the Water Act to assist in the development of a watershed
management plan
 providing financial resources to compensate private forest land owners for changes in
land use
 providing resources to assist in the establishment of a public administrative structure
with the legal and administrative mechanisms for effective operation.
These economic benefits and opportunities should be considered by the province during
negotiations with existing landowners to determine compensation for changing land use
designations to eliminate industrial logging.
The primary function of the Watershed Authority would be to develop and implement an
ecologically based multi-use management plan for the watershed. The administration structure
of the Authority would include access to First Nation’s traditional environmental knowledge
and a science advisory panel with the capacity to provide up to date hydrological, ecological
and other environmental information and analysis. The structure would also provide a
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meaningful role for community stakeholders in decision making and implementation of the
management plan. The K’ómoks First Nation, along with other local governments and
community stakeholders would be fully engaged in the decision making process.
Although this proposal has been initiated by local community groups, the goals reflect the
interests of local governments and their citizens. Local governments can play a critical role in
protection of watershed health by assisting in:
 developing a watershed management plan
 preventing residential and commercial subdivision in the Comox Lake Watershed
 advocating for and participating in a local, cooperative and inclusive administrative
structure to oversee watershed health
 requesting that the province utilize the Water Act to initiate a watershed management
plan for Comox Lake
 advocating for financial and other resources to support local control and public
management of the Comox Lake Watershed.
Local recreational and environmental organizations play an important role in stewardship of the
watershed. Their ability to assist in research, public education and to act as the “eyes and ears”
of the watershed, monitoring the day-to-day use of the area, will be a critical component for
successful watershed management.
It is imperative that local groups participate as partners with government and industry
stakeholders in the management of the watershed. Cooperation and inclusive participation of
all stakeholders will be required to make a Sustainable Use Recreation Area for Comox Lake
watershed a success.
Recommendations for the Government of BC:
1) Support the establishment of a Comox Lake Watershed Authority with the power to
publically manage the Watershed as a Sustainable Use Recreation Area by:
A. Utilizing legislative powers under the Water Act to facilitate a watershed management plan
for Comox Lake Watershed.
B. Negotiating a change with private forest company landowners to establish land use
designations that would eliminate large-scale industrial logging and residential land
development.
C. Preventing mining activities in Comox Lake watershed.
D. Providing and developing financial resources to assist in:
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the compensation of land owners for change in existing land use
establishing a local watershed authority

2) Work with stakeholders to identify ecologically sound social and economic benefits for
revenue generation.
3) Ensure provincial government Agencies such as BC Parks, Ministry of Environment, Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, Vancouver Island Health Authority and
BC Hydro are active and supportive participants in the process of establishing a local
watershed authority and management plan for the watershed.

Recommendations for Local Governments*
1) All local governments are requested to support the proposed Comox Lake Watershed Sustainable
Use Recreation Area by:
a) ensuring that the Comox Valley Regional District’s Comox Lake Watershed Protection Plan and
related activities are aligned with the five goals outlined in the Comox Lake Watershed
Sustainable Use Recreation Area proposal
b) directing local government staff to work with community and provincial stakeholders to
establish a local, cooperative and inclusive administrative structure to publically manage the
health of Comox Lake Watershed
c) amending Official Community Plans to prevent residential or commercial subdivisions in the
Comox Lake Watershed as outlined in the Regional Growth Strategyii
d) requesting financial resources from the provincial government to achieve local control and
protection of the Comox Lake watershed
e) requesting that the province utilize provisions under the Water Act to implement a watershed
management plan.
2) Once a local, cooperative and inclusive administrative structure is established, local governments
would work in partnership with local and provincial stakeholders to develop, implement and
monitor an ecologically based multi-use watershed management plan.

* The K’ómoks First Nation (KFN) are a local government. The KFN, like the Village of Cumberland,
City of Courtenay, Town of Comox and the CVRD have a common interest to purvey water from
Comox Lake to meet domestic water needs. KFN will require access to Comox Lake water to
service Treaty Settlement Lands.
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Comox Lake Watershed
Sustainable Use Recreation Area

Detailed Proposal
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Comox Lake Watershed Sustainable Use Recreation Area
A proposal to protect water quality, ecological values, public access and support sustainable use
in the Comox Lake Watershed
1.0 Introduction

Figure 1: Location of Comox Lake

The Comox Lake Watershed is situated between the
settled areas of the Comox Valley and the protected
wilderness of Strathcona Park. It is the source of
drinking water for Courtenay, Comox and
Cumberland, and provides the public with outdoor
recreation opportunities such as boating, fishing,
hunting, hiking, climbing, mountain biking, ATV, dirt
bike riding, motorcycle trial riding and horseback
riding. The K’ómoks First Nation has aboriginal rights
and title, an interest in economic opportunities and
requires access to the watershed for cultural uses.

The Comox Lake watershed is 43,941 hectares in area and is rich in biodiversity; it is home
to 23 known endangered and threatened species,iii some unique to the Comox Lake area.
The area has high scenic values and is a gateway to Strathcona Park, including the trail to
the Comox Glacier. Strathcona Park covers 33% of the watershed.
Approximately 65.5% of the watershed is private forest land, owned and operated by 3
companies: Timber West, Island Timberlands and Hancock Logging. TimberWest is the
primary landowner, owning over 60% of the watershed. Unlike much of British Columbia,
there is very little crown land on the east side of Vancouver Island. Private forest
landowners have no legal obligation to provide public access to their lands.
Currently industrial logging companies are actively clear-cut logging throughout the
watershed. Two thirds of the Old Growth forest has been logged and operations are now
taking place in younger second and third growth forests.
At a meeting held by the Comox Valley Regional District to develop a watershed protection
plan in February 2011 participants from 16 stakeholder groups were asked to state what
they value about Comox Lake. The two most valued aspects of Comox Lake were its water
quality and the recreational opportunities. Comox Lake was described as “beautiful, vital
and pristine, a community resource and amenity, a place with archaeological importance to
First Nations, and water that ‘tastes so great you don’t have to chew it.’”iv
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2.0 Drinking Water
The Vancouver Island Health Authourity (VIHA) sets
standards and monitors drinking water quality. They
issue the operating permit for the Comox Valley
Regional District (CVRD) drinking water system. The
permit outlines specific objectives for watershed
protection and water quality standards. VIHA has set
new drinking water quality criteria that the CVRD
must meet by 2017, which could require the
investment in water filtration infrastructure. The
CVRD is also undertaking a water monitoring
program at a proposed deep water intake location to
determine if this could provide an alternative
solution to meet VIHA requirements.

Kerry Dawson Photo

The CVRD recently initiated the development of a Comox Lake Watershed Protection Plan.
The early stages of implementation have seen calls for funding for public education,
turbidity and water quality studies, joint purchase of an oil spill kit with TimberWest, a
watershed assessment and study of the feasibility of setting up access controls (Comox
Lake Dam entrance).
Location of Comox Lake Water Supply Intake
As long as the water intake for the Comox Valley water supply remains downstream of
Comox Lake in the Puntledge River the risks to raw clean drinking water have been
assessed as very high due to the proximity of the intake to existing residential
development and other risks.v The area draining into the Puntledge River between the
Lake and the current intake should be included in our proposal until the location of the
intake is moved.
A BC Ministry of the Environment report in 2011 states “that the overall water quality of
Comox Lake is excellent.” Tests showed e-coli bacteria were elevated at the outlet basin of
the lake.vi A proposed deep water intake in Comox Lake would reduce the risks to drinking
water by providing access to cleaner raw water for the drinking water system.
3.0 Management of Comox Lake Watershed
There is no single governing authority or land use plan in place to oversee the large number
of active stakeholder groups using the watershed. Instead, various groups and authorities
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assert their interests and rights as landowners, leaseholders, licensees, government
agencies or First Nations. The general public perceives they have a right to access the
watershed to engage in recreational and other activities as they have done for generations.
With so many groups with varied interests using the watershed, conflicts result. With three
private forest companies as primary landowners and a lack of a well coordinated plan,
these conflicts remain largely unresolved. The primary source of concern stems from
private managed land and timber harvesting which has been carried out aggressively
throughout the watershed. Industrial logging operations threaten water quality and
ecosystem health while opportunities for outdoor recreation are lost as a result of
restrictions on public access to privately managed lands.
The conflicts that exist amongst stakeholders could be resolved through development and
implementation of an ecologically managed multi-use plan.
3.1 Ecologically Managed Multi-use Area
Public management of Comox Lake Watershed, as an ecologically-managed multi-use area
is proposed as the best way to resolve conflicts and manage the area to maintain high
water quality, ecological values and ensure public access.
Decision making on private forest lands would be transferred to a Comox Lake Watershed
Authority invested with the power to manage the watershed. To ensure a balance
between watershed health and human use a Comox Lake Watershed Authority would be
set up to achieve the following five goals:
Watershed Health Goals
1. Maintain high water quality.
2. Conserve sensitive ecological areas and biodiversity.
Human Use Goals
3. Ensure public access.
4. Support and oversee development of sustainable economic opportunities.
5. Enhance and protect public recreation values.
The Authority would ensure that Watershed Health goals to maintain high water quality
and conserve sensitive ecological areas and biodiversity are not compromised in pursuit of
public access, economic and recreational goals.
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At first glance, gaining public management of private forest lands through a Watershed
Authority would seem to require gaining ownership through investment of public funds
and/ or transfer of timberlands (rights) to other areas. However, there may be forms of
partnerships, covenants, landownership by Trust, or other types of arrangements that
would allow for public management of the land. At this time the costs and other
requirements to achieve public ownership or management of these lands is unknown and
would involve negotiations between governments, industry and other parties interested in
public management.
3.2 Watershed Management Plan
A Comox Lake Watershed Management Plan would be developed by the public authority
overseeing the management of the watershed. The Plan should be developed and
implemented to manage activities carried out in the Watershed with involvement of all
user groups and a science advisory panel with the capacity to provide up to date
hydrological, ecological and other environmental information and analysis. First Nation’s
traditional environmental knowledge should be given the same consideration as the
science advisory panel in development of the plan. The plan could build and expand on the
CVRD Comox Lake Watershed Protection Plan.
The authority should operate with a cooperative approach by providing open access to
information and through shared decision making and partnership-building with
stakeholders. This would facilitate user groups’ active participation and support for
implementation of the plan and reduce potential conflicts amongst groups.
The plan would identify various access points for the different user groups. Use of these
areas would be regulated and monitored to ensure water quality and ecological values are
maintained and conflicts between user groups are resolved.
Large scale timber harvesting, mining and land development would not be permitted.
Small scale ecologically based sustainable forestry, outdoor recreation and eco- tourism
operations could be permitted in designated areas. Permitted activities would be managed
to ensure water quality and protection of ecological values.
The management plan will promote stewardship and responsible public access through a
combination of education, managed access and enforcement measures. Recreational user
groups would continue to have access to the watershed. However, activities that damage
the ecology of sensitive areas or threaten water quality would have to be reduced,
eliminated or restricted to areas that do not impact watershed health.
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3.3 Ecological Inventory and Data
Completion of an ecological inventory should be done as one of the first steps in development
of the management plan. Areas of high ecological value need to be identified and mapped so
that the management plan has the information needed to protect sensitive ecological areas
and maintain biodiversity. This would include identification and/or mapping of sensitive
ecosystems, habitat areas, wildlife corridors and refuges, forests, lakes, streams, wetlands and
habitats of all red and blue listed species.
Currently, a wealth of environmental information exists within government ministries,
environmental agencies and private forest companies, but it is not assembled into one
publically accessible source. Some information is publically available and some is proprietary
or confidential.
A Comox Lake Watershed Authority in charge of the watershed would ensure environmental
information is gathered, stored and made publicly accessible and shared with all user groups.
This information will be useful to support the development of stewardship activities by user
groups and to assist in development of a stewardship ethic amongst the general public
accessing the watershed.
4.0 Benefits
A publicly managed Comox Lake Sustainable Use Recreation Area would provide a number
of significant environmental, social and economic benefits and opportunities.
4.1 Water Quality and Supply
Industrial logging represents a significant threat to water quality in the Comox Lake
watershed. Water runoff from large scale logging operations can raise the turbidity levels
in Comox Lake, reducing water quality and posing a health risk to the Comox Valley’s
source of potable water. To deal with this risk, local governments may need to spend 25 to
32 million dollars on new water filtration infrastructure. vii
A review of logging activity in the Comox Lake watershed between 1999 and 2009 shows that
logging has intensified over this period. Up to 1999, logging had occurred on 54% of private
forest lands over a period of 100 years. In the ten-year period from 1999 to 2009 logging took
place on 16.2% of private forest lands at a rate three times higher than the average for the
previous 100 years .viii An accelerated rate of logging increases the risk to water quality.

The following land cover maps compare logging activities up to 1999 and from 1999- 2009.
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Clear-cut Logging in Comox Lake Watershed between 1999 and 2009ix

Logging of second growth forests

Soil Erosion
The photo on the left shows a
landslide that occurred after
helicopter logging on slope
above the slide area. The
photo on the right shows how
soils can slide within a clearcut, depositing soil into the
ditch beside the road. This
type of soil erosion can cause
siltation of fish habitat and
increased turbidity in streams
and lakes.

Hydrology
Logging in riparian areas
and a high number of
clear-cuts in a watershed
change the hydrology
resulting in flash floods,
increased turbidity and
gravel deposits that
destroy fish habitat and
reduces water quality.
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Industrial logging also has impacts on water flows into the lake. Roads, ditches, soil
compaction and transpiration loss affect the natural hydrology of the watershed. This can
lead to increased flows during winter and spring, and lower flows in summer and fall when the
water supply is most in demand. Lower summer flows into the lake are of particular concern
to the CVRD as they must share access to Comox Lake water with BC Hydro.
Regulations are in place to ensure adequate water flows in the Puntledge River to protect
fish spawning in late summer and fall when water flows are at their lowest and human
demand for water is at its highest.
Although private forest companies employ hydrologists to design mitigation measures and
monitor impacts of their operations, differing opinions exist about the effectiveness of
mitigation measures to mimic natural systems and maintain natural water flows.
Climate change is already having an impact on the watershed’s hydrological system. Water
flow concerns will be exacerbated by more frequent extreme precipitation events during
winter and spring, and by warmer temperatures causing glacial melting in the watershed’s
headwaters.
Transfer of private forest lands into a public authority tasked with the job of managing the
health of Comox Lake Watershed would provide the opportunity to:



maintain high water quality in perpetuity, potentially eliminating the need for
water filtration infrastructure
restore the natural hydrological systems for improved surface flows and ground
water recharge into the lake.

4.2 Public Access
There are very few areas of crown land in the Comox Valley to meet the rising demands of our
growing local population to access areas for outdoor recreation and other activities. Private
forest companies owning forest lands have no obligation to consider recreational uses and
provide public access to their lands. In recent years they have increased restrictions on
access to the Comox Lake Watershed.
Recreational Access and Use Survey
A survey of 11 recreational user groups currently accessing Comox Lake Watershed was
conducted in the fall of 2012 as part of developing this proposal. All groups reported access
as a concern. Hunting, hiking, mountaineering, horseback riding, climbing, ATV, dirt bike
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riding and mountain bike groups all experienced some form of access restrictions. (See survey
results in appendix C page 36).
Establishing designated areas or zones that specify type of recreational use would ensure access
while reducing negative environmental effects and minimizing conflicts between recreational
users. The current areas of use identified by user groups have been mapped on page 16 below.
Water-based activities and camping occur on or adjacent to Comox Lake, and to a lesser
extent at Willemar and Forbush Lakes. Land-based activities for hiking, mountaineering,
climbing, ski touring, dirt bike riding, motorcycle trial riding, horseback riding and mountain
biking occur most often in specific areas. ATV riding and hunting occur throughout the
watershed making zoning for hunting and ATV riding difficult. A watershed wide approach
to manage these activities would have to be applied.
Recreational groups shared a common
concern for watershed protection and were
supportive of the establishment of a park or
protected area for the watershed. Support
for watershed protection was conditional on
ensuring public access for recreational use.
Most groups promote responsible use of the
watershed amongst their members and
understood the need for improved
coordination and management of
recreational users.

The Capes and Idiens Lake area, popular with hikers, is
located west of Comox Lake outside of Strathcona Park.
Rory Hill photo

Extent of Current Use
Determining the exact numbers of recreational users of the Comox Lake Watershed is
difficult. However some statistics are available that indicate that the area is well used. The
following table displays information provided by the Courtenay Fish and Game Club and
Cumberland Lake Park showing current high use of the area. This data most likely represents
a small sample of the overall use of the area, as it does not include membership and activity
numbers from other user groups or use by the general public, not part of an organized group.
2012 User Statistics
Courtenay and District Fish
and Game Protective
Association
Cumberland Lake Park
(May – August, 2012)







2,200 members
218 annual boat launch passes
147 vehicles in campground during August long weekend in 2012
2,493 overnight camping site stays
91 season boat launch passes and 1007 daily users
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4.3 Protection of Wildlife Habitat and Rare and Threatened species
The Comox Lake Watershed Sustainable Use
Recreation area would allow for a wellresearched and coordinated conservation effort
to maintain and restore wildlife habitat and
protect rare and threatened species. A list of 23
species at risk (SAR) has been identified as part
of the research for this proposal.x This list is only
a partial list; it is likely that many other species at
risk reside in the watershed in addition to those
identified here. Information about some species
is not publically accessible.
As an example of how watershed management
can enhance wildlife habitat, a set of two maps
on page 21 show the current Roosevelt Elk
winter habitat and the potential areas if habitat
was restored.
A rare sighting of a red listed Goshawk
taken in the Cruikshank area of the
Watershed.
Rory Hill Photo
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This map illustrates one example of the potential for increasing wildlife in the area .
It also demonstrates the need for ecological management of the watershed’s resources
and for improved research and information sharing so that habitat areas can be identified,
protected and restored.
The watershed contains salmon, steelhead, trout and dolly varden fish species. The
Cruikshank, Comox and Puntledge Rivers are critical habitat for these fish (see map page
23). Between 1999-2009 intensive logging has occurred adjacent to these habitat areas.
Some specific habitats and species of concern to local groups include:
 Peregrine falcon: protection of cliff habitat
 Summer Chinook: protection and restoration of run
 Red listed plant habitat protection (see list in appendix D, page 37)
 Elk: ensuring adequate winter habitat
4.4 Sensitive Ecosystems
The Comox Lake Watershed is rich in sensitive ecosystems. Many types have been
identified in the watershed and have been mapped for this proposal (see map on next
page). The province of BC has not undertaken a sensitive ecosystem inventory (SEI) that
includes the whole watershed. Hence, the information contained on the map lacks many
sensitive ecosystem features such as riparian and wetland areas that exist on the ground.
Old Growth Forests, identified through air
photo interpretation, are the most
predominant type of sensitive ecosystem
in the watershed. The table in Appendix
B shows that 18,523ha of old growth
forests, representing 42% of the
watershed, existed in 1999. By 2009, an
additional 2,241ha of Old Growth had
been logged, reducing the total amount
to 16,282ha. Of this, 6,333 ha are within
Strathcona Park, and 9,950 ha are on private
forest lands.

If logging of old growth
continues at this rate it will be gone from
private forest lands by 2050.

Sensitive ecosystem with pond and old growth forest in
an area not yet logged.
Rory Hill photo

The following map depicts sensitive ecosystems and Salmonind habitat in the Watershed:
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4.5 Opportunities for Revenue Generation
There will be costs associated with implementation of this plan. Removal of timber
harvesting rights, the establishment and administration of a public Comox Lake Watershed
Authority, maintenance of roads and other infrastructure will all cost money. At the same
time, there is opportunity for revenue generating activities and sustainable economic
development that is compatible with the goals of maintaining water quality, public access,
ecological and recreation values. This could include any of the following:
 Protection of forests for carbon offsets and credits
 Eco-tourism and commercial outdoor recreation
 Small scale sustainable forestry operations
 Sustainable harvesting of mushrooms, salal and other forest resources
A) Green Carbon Offsets
In 2010 Timber West signed an agreement with Pacific Carbon Trust to protect 90% of the
remaining old growth on their private lands.xi This arrangement has the benefit of
protecting the remaining stands of old growth trees while providing an annual revenue
stream to Timber West for carbon credits related to the amount of carbon sequestered by
these forests. By December 2011, 5.6 million dollars of revenues from Pacific Carbon Trust
had been received by Timber West.xii
Figure 2: Areas of Old Growth Trees included in the Pacific Carbon Trust Agreement with
Timber West. The circled area shows the Comox Lake Area.

Legend
Carbon project Area
TimberWest Forest Land
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This agreement, however, does not bind Timber West to protect these trees in the long term.
If, at a future date, the company decides to log trees covered by the agreement due to
changing market conditions for lumber or carbon credits, they lose the future carbon credit
revenue and suffer no other financial penalties. Currently, the agreement is providing a
measure of protection in the short run and points to opportunities for generating revenues
through forest conservation.
Figure 3 below shows the rate of carbon sequestration of a Coastal Douglas Fir forest. xiii A
young forest starts to sequester carbon at a high rate from an age of about 25 years and peaks
by 100 years. The forest continues to sequester carbon at a high but declining rate before
levelling off at 250 years. xiv Coastal Douglas fir trees sequester carbon at rates two times
higher than fir trees in the interior of BC. xv

Average rate of carbon sequestration
(tonnes/ha/yr)

Figure 3: Rate of Carbon Conversion by Age for Coastal Douglas Fir Forest
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Young forests between 50 and 125 years sequester Carbon at the highest rate. In 2009,
30% of the forest land base was represented by second growth forests between 30 and 140
years. Currently these forests are not included in the TimberWest Carbon Agreement and
are being harvested at a high rate. Smaller scale ecologically based forest practises would
reduce the harvest of second growth forests and allow for carbon agreements to include
second growth forests with high carbon sequestration ability.
The following map shows the carbon sequestration ability of old and young forests in the
Comox Lake Watershed in 2009:
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Opportunities for increasing carbon offsets and other compatible small scale sustainable
forest harvesting could be investigated in partnership with Timber West. Revenues from
carbon offsets and other compatible forest based activities can be factored into the
amount of compensation required for extinguishing of timber rights or lost revenues from
large-scale industrial logging.
B) Economic Development
A publicly accessible and managed watershed would provide opportunities for developing
environmentally sound local businesses. Currently, the increasing restriction to public and
user group access to Comox Lake Watershed creates a major barrier that reduces the
development of outdoor recreation, eco-tourism and other business opportunities.
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The survey of recreational group users (see appendix B), found that all user groups
identified potential opportunities for expansion of activities if public access was ensured.
Management of recreational uses within the watershed by a public Authority would
provide an administrative structure that could guide the development of outdoor
recreation and eco-tourism industries in an orderly, ecologically sound way and assist in
resolving conflicts and managing competing interests.
The growth of the mountain biking industry centred in the Village of Cumberland is a good
example of the potential economic impact that improved access to the watershed could
have. The United Riders of Cumberland have negotiated trail use permits and purchased
insurance for club events to gain access to trails and carry out trail maintenance. This has
allowed a network of trails to be established and maintained that have become well known
amongst mountain bike enthusiasts throughout BC and beyond. The group is working
towards a land use agreement with forest company landowners and the Village of
Cumberland.
A successful hostel and bike shop/café have been established and amenity migration from
mountain biking enthusiasts is occurring in the Village. Cumberland now hosts several bike
races including stage one of the BC Bike Racexvi which brought over 500 competitors, plus
friends and family into Cumberland in 2012, providing economic spin-offs to hospitality and
tourism businesses throughout the Comox Valley.
The Courtenay District Fish and Game Protective Associationxvii located on Comox Lake has
been able to expand and develop outdoor activities and host a number of major outdoor
recreation events attracting visitors from across BC, USA and Europe. They attribute their
success to the location of their facilities on Comox Lake. The club is also involved in
fisheries research in partnership with the BC Ministry of the Environment, and undertake
fish enhancement projects.
Other opportunities for establishment or expansion of outdoor recreation and eco-tourism
industries identified in the survey include:




The development of an Outdoor Adventure Park (adjacent to Cumberland Lake
Park)
Guided mountaineering, hiking, climbing, fishing, hunting, mountain biking, ATVs
Local retail sales, rental and maintenance of outdoor recreation equipment,
motorized and non-motorized watercraft, ATV, dirt and mountain bikes.
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Ecologically sound development of businesses
such as these would increase the Comox
Valley’s allure as a tourist destination and
positively impacts the local hospitality and
tourism industries.

5.0 Multi-use Zones

Comox Glacier

Rory Hill photo

A system of multi-use zones that designate areas for certain types of human use of the
watershed is proposed. The general goal of these zones is:
a) to limit use in high elevation areas adjacent to the current boundaries of Strathcona Park,
sensitive ecological areas such as wetlands and the ecological reserve on the North East
shore of Comox Lake; and
b) to direct use into areas outside of sensitive ecological areas, generally located in lower
elevation areas.
c) to allow shoreline access to Comox Lake for day use, camping and boat launches, in
locations that will not damage sensitive ecological areas. Washroom and other facilities
should be available to protect water quality.
The Recreational Use Map on page 18 illustrates how areas or zones of use in the watershed
can be designated for various recreational uses.
Designation and regulation of activities in the different zones would be a core part of
watershed management (see section 4.2 above). The Recreational Use Map is a conceptual
illustration of multi-use zones based on current use and anecdotal information provided by
representatives of the various user groups. It lacks the environmental information needed
to properly designate specific human use areas. It also lacks information on other potential
uses such as small-scale forestry, hunting and ATV use.
A comprehensive plan is required to designate zones and the types of use appropriate for
each zone based on detailed environmental information and a deeper understanding of the
needs of stakeholders. Additional management tools would be needed to regulate
activities that occur throughout the watershed.
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The management plan needs to be developed with the assistance and input of stakeholder
groups to ensure zones and other tools are effective in meeting recreational access needs
and to achieve the goals of maintaining water quality and conservation of environmental
values.
The establishment of a watershed management authority and plan should reference best
practices from examples of where this has been successfully implemented,xviii, xix, xx and
build on the work of the CVRD watershed protection plan,xxi complimentary work
undertaken by other groups, and the strength of existing relationships amongst
stakeholders.
6.0 Role of the Provincial Government
The role of the provincial government will be two-fold:
A) Acquiring decision making control over land use:
This proposal will require the province of BC to take a proactive role in altering land use
designations, negotiating with landowners and providing financial resources. The province
will need to take the leading role to ensure that BC Parks, Ministry of Environment, Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource Operations, Vancouver Island Health Authority and BC Hydro
are active and supportive participants in the process of establishing a public Authority and
developing the watershed management plan.
B) Setting up the administrative structure:
The Provincial Government will need to play a key role in setting up the legal and
administrative framework for the Comox Lake Watershed Authority to operate effectively.
A qualified third party independent of individual stakeholder interests should be hired to
facilitate participation of local governments, landowners, provincial agencies and
community stakeholders in the process of establishing the terms of reference and
administrative structure of the Watershed Authority.
See specific recommendations for the provincial government in the Executive Summary on
pages 5-6.
7.0 Role of Local Governments
The CVRD has the responsibility to administer and operate the drinking water supply system,
which includes the protection of Comox Lake watershed. The Village of Cumberland operates a
drinking water supply system in the Perseverance Creek watershed, a sub-basin within the
Comox Lake watershed. The K’ómoks First Nation (KFN) like other local governments have an
interest to purvey water from Comox Lake to meet domestic water needs. KFN will require
access to Comox Lake water to service Treaty Settlement Lands.
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Local governments can play a critical role in protection of watershed health by:
 assisting with the development of a watershed management plan
 preventing residential and commercial subdivision in the Comox Lake Watershed
 advocating for and participating in a local, cooperative and inclusive
administrative structure to oversee watershed health
 requesting the province utilize the Water Act to initiate a watershed management
plan for Comox Lake
 advocating for financial and other resources to support local control and public
management of the Comox Lake Watershed.
See specific recommendations for local governments in the Executive Summary on page 6.
K’omoks First Nation (KFN)
The KFN have aboriginal rights and title that includes the Comox Lake Watershed.
Currently, their treaty is being negotiated and land claims will be defined once the treaty is
complete. The KFN is a local government and considers the watershed as part of the
southern core of their area. They see their role as stewards of the Puntledge River system
from the K’ómoks Estuary to the headwaters of Comox Lake. There are overlapping
aboriginal interests in the watershed with Cape Mudge and Campbell River First Nations.

8.0 Role of the Watershed Authority
The primary function of the Watershed Authority would be to develop and implement an
ecologically based multi-use management plan for the watershed. The administrative
structure of the Authority would have three components:
1. an administrative capacity to develop and implement a watershed management plan
2. access to First Nations’ traditional knowledge and a science advisory panel with the
capacity to provide up to date hydrological, ecological and environmental information
and analysis
3. a decision making structure that is inclusive of all stakeholders and provides a
meaningful role for community groups in development and implementation of the
watershed management plan.
The administration of the Watershed Authority should be locally based and independent
from any stakeholder organization. It will require a significant level of authority and
capacity to carry out its role. The structure must include key public stakeholders such as
local governments, provincial ministries, local environmental organizations as well as
recreational and economic user groups. It is expected that the KFN would be fully engaged
in decision making like other local governments.
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The authority should operate with a cooperative and transparent approach by providing
open access to information, shared decision making and partnership building with
stakeholders. All participating stakeholder groups would be required to sign on as
“watershed stewards” to work cooperatively with the authority and other stakeholder
groups to achieve watershed health goals. This would facilitate user groups’ active
participation and support for implementation of the plan and reduce potential conflicts
amongst groups.
The Authority’s structure should recognize the aboriginal rights and title of the K’ómoks First
Nation, and the role and responsibility of the CVRD and the Village of Cumberland for
watershed protection and operation of drinking water systems.

9.0 Conclusion
Environmental protection and public access to
the watershed are important values to
residents of the Comox Valley. Establishment
of an ecologically based, multi-use
management plan utilizing current
environmental information with the active
participation of local recreation and
environment groups can ensure that watershed
protection goals will be achieved through
responsible public use.

Kerry Dawson Photo

Establishment of a public Comox Lake Watershed Authority with the ability to manage the
watershed will allow the natural hydrology to be maintained and restored so watershed
inflows into the lake during the summer and fall periods can be maximized to satisfy a
growing demand. It will allow for a balance between human needs for drinking water,
recreational and economic use, and conservation of water quality and ecological values.
Local recreational and environmental organizations have an important role in stewardship of
the watershed. Their ability to assist in research, public education and to act as the “eyes
and ears” of the watershed is a critical component for successful watershed management.
Active participation of local stakeholder groups as partners in the development and
operation of the management plan is imperative. Cooperation and meaningful participation
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of all stakeholders will make the Sustainable Use Recreation Area for Comox Lake watershed
a success.
The CVRD, with the support of all local governments, will need to take an active role in
supporting the set up of the Watershed Authority. With assistance from the provincial
government, the opportunity to secure and manage a supply of clean drinking water while
conserving ecological and recreational values for citizens of the Comox Valley can be
achieved.
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Appendix A: Watershed Health Risks
Watershed health risks include risks to water quality and those that pose risks to biodiversity,
sensitive ecological areas and natural system functioning, including hydrology. Recent Comox Lake
risk assessments carried out in 2006 and 2011 focused risk assessment on water quality only.
The proposed Comox Lake Watershed Sustainable Use Area identifies all watershed health risks not
just those specific to water quality. Therefore, to fill this gap, we have included two lists: List A) one
specific to water quality risks as documented in a 2006 risk assessment report; and List B) our own
list identifying risks to biodiversity, sensitive ecological areas and hydrological system.
A) Water Quality Risks Identified in a 2006 Comox Lake Watershed Risk Assessmentxxii
Note: This list of Water Quality Risks does not include risks from potential mining and land
development subdivisions that are proposed. The list only identifies current existing risks.
Very High Risk Sources
• Transportation over the Puntledge River Bridge near the Comox Lake outlet
• Transportation on roads directly adjacent to the Puntledge River
• Boating on the Puntledge River upstream of the penstock
• Intentional harm to the water source
High Risk Sources
• Logging activities within 300 m on the Puntledge River between the Comox Lake outlet and the penstock
intake
• Transportation on roads within 1 km of the Puntledge River upstream of the penstock
• Wildlife contamination near the Puntledge River between the Comox Lake outlet and the penstock intake,
or in the eastern portion of Comox Lake
• Potential aircraft crash at the airport near the Puntledge River or in the area just upstream of the penstock
• Lakeshore cabins in the eastern portion of Comox Lake, and camping in undesignated areas near the
lakeshore
• Boating and fishing in the eastern part of Comox Lake
• Aircraft accident on Comox Lake
• Flooding on the order of the probable maximum flood
Moderate Risk Sources
• Logging activities within 1 km of Comox Lake, or anywhere in the catchment feeding the Puntledge River
between the Comox Lake dam and the penstock
• Transportation on roads within 1 km of Comox Lake and in the catchment draining to the Puntledge River
between the Comox Lake dam and the Penstock
• Potential aircraft crash in other areas of the watershed
• Underwater log salvage from Comox Lake
• Camping, beach-use, and use of boat-launch facilities at the Cumberland Campground and Fish & Game
Club
• Trail-use just upstream of the penstock
• Potential development at Forbidden Plateau
• Existing housing located in the lower Puntledge River catchment upstream of the penstock
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• Farming activities downstream of the penstock
• Lakeshore cabins on the south and western shores of Comox Lake
• Boating and fishing in the south and western portions of Comox Lake
• Kayaking on the Puntledge River between the Comox Lake dam and the penstock
• Rock slides, flood inundation of marsh areas adjacent to Comox Lake, wildlife in other areas of the
watershed, and decaying organic matter near the Puntledge River
• Pidgeon Lake landfill: further surface hydrology and groundwater studies will be required to fully
characterize this risk
Low Risk Sources
• Logging downstream of the penstock, in the Browns River watershed, or in most areas upstream of Comox
Lake
• Existing housing downstream of the penstock
• Erosion from vulnerable areas downstream of the penstock
• Transportation through areas downstream of the penstock, or throughout most of the areas upstream of
Comox Lake
• Decaying organic matter in areas upstream of Comox Lake
B) Risks to Biodiversity, Sensitive Ecological Areas and Hydrological System
The following risks have not been given a high, medium or low risk assessment rating.
Biodiversity
 Large Scale Clear Cut logging impacts on flora and fauna and old growth forest habitat
 Damage to habitat from recreational activities occurring in Comox Bluffs Ecological Reserve and other
habitats of rare or at-risk species
 Impact of BC hydro reservoir on Comox Lake shoreline habitat
Sensitive Ecological Areas
 Logging within 30 meters of streams, wetlands and bodies of water
 Logging of mature and old growth forests
 Damage from human caused fires (logging, unmanaged recreational use)
 Landslides, and erosion as a result of logging and road building
 Damage, litter and pollution from unmanaged and irresponsible recreational use and public access in
sensitive areas
 Impact of BC hydro reservoir on sensitive shoreline areas
 Damage and pollution from residential development and mining, particularly the proposed open pit coal
mine in the Perseverance Creek area
Hydrological System Function
 Loss of transpiration from tree cutting
 Changes to surface and subsurface flows from road building and other disturbances from large-scale
logging
 Lack of adaptive measures to mitigate impact of climate change
 Pollution, changes to surface and subsurface flows and other negative impacts from residential
development and mining, particularly the proposed open pit coal mine in the Perseverance Creek area
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Appendix B: Forest Cover, Logging Activity and Protected Areas
Table 1: Private Forest and Protected Lands in Watershed
Land Cover Description

Total area of the watershed (including lakes and wetlands)
Amount protected in 2009
Amount included in Strathcona Park
Amount of private forest land (excludes lakes and wetland areas)

Table 2: Logging Activity
Land Cover Description

Land logged by 1999
Land Logged by 2009
Amount of old growth forest > 140 years in 1999
Amount of old growth forest > 150 in 2009
Amount of old growth logged between 1999-2009
Amount of second growth forest 20 –140 years in 1999
Amount of second growth forest 30 –150 years in 2009
Amount of second growth forest logged between 19992009
Total amount of old growth and second growth forests
logged between 1999 and 2009

Area
within
watersh
ed (ha)
43941
14446
14354
28779

Area within
watershed
(ha)
15718
18004
18523
16282
2241
10943
8645
2298
4590

% of
watershed

100.0%
32.9%
32.7%
65.5%

% of
Area within % within
watershed
Private
private
forest lands forest
(ha)
lands
35.8%
15718
54.6%
41.0%
18004
62.6%
42.2%
12190
42.4%
37.1%
9950
34.6%
5.1%
2240
7.8%
24.9%
10943
38.0%
19.7%
8520
29.6%
5.2%
2423
8.4%
10.3%

4663

16.2%

Notes:
The remaining old growth would be gone within 45 years at the rate of logging between 1999-2009 as shown
in table 2.
If there was no logging of “old growth” and the rate of harvest between 1999 and 2009 continued this would
double the amount of “second growth” being harvested.
Not all private land is covered with harvestable forests. Areas of bare rock and stands of forests not
economically viable for harvesting cover areas of private lands. Therefore the rate of logging on harvestable
forest lands would be higher than rate shown in table two.
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Appendix C: Recreational User Group Survey Results

Recreational
Group

Activity

Areas Accessed

Have
Access
Concerns

Watershed
Protection
Concerns

Opportunities if
access secured

All Terrain Vehicles
(ATV) Club

Riding on roads
and trails

Yes

Yes.

Yes, activities could be
expanded.

Mid-Island Dirt Riders

Dirt Bike: Single
track cross
county riding

All accessible roads
and trails in the entire
watershed
Areas adjacent to
Cumberland, Bevan
Road, Lake Trail Rd

Island Alpine Guides

Hiking, Rock
climbing,
Mountaineering;
Hiking

Yes. No
designated
area for dirt
biking in CV
Yes

Yes, very
concerned
about
environment.
Yes.

Yes, as dirt Biking does
not mix well with other
users, we need a
designated place to go
Yes. - Eco tourism
could be developed.
- Adventure Park next to
Cumberland Lake Park
Yes, Re-establishing
and expanding hiking
opportunities
Yes, guaranteed access
would allow for better
management and
expansion of activities.

Comox District
Mountaineering Club
Courtenay and
District Fish and
Game Protective
Association
Comox Valley Kayaks

Back Country
Horseman
Sharon Pickthorne
Coastal Guide
Outfitters:
Comox Valley Water
Ski Club
United Riders of
Cumberland

Motorcycle Trials

Land west of the lake
adjacent to Strathcona
Pk;

Make arrangements
Yes.
Yes
with Timberwest to
access Glacier Trail
Boating,
- Operate boat launch & Yes.
Yes. Engaged in
camping,
campground
watershed
hunting, fishing
- Hunting occurs
protection and
throughout the
research
watershed
Kayaking,
Cumberland Lake Park, Yes. self
Power boats use
canoeing,
CL Road access to
propelled
of lake.
lessons
Willemar/ Forbush for
boat launch
canoes
Horseback
Road access suitable
Yes.
Yes
riding, day use
for truck & trailer. Mt.
Becher area.
Hunting
2 commercial guiding
No comment provided
outfits hold licenses.
Did not respond to requests to complete survey
Mountain
biking, trail
maintenance,
youth program,
group rides
Single track trail
riding, building
& maintenance

Logging roads adjacent
to Cumberland, Comox
Lake Rd, Forbidden
Plateau Rd

Yes.

Branch 21, Bear Rocks
areas, other trails
throughout the
watershed

Yes

Yes. But
watershed
should be
accessible for
mountain biking.
Yes

Yes, a self propelled
boat launch site could
be established.
Yes, activities could be
expanded in suitable
areas.

Yes, maintain and
expand trail network
- Mountain Bike
tourism is economic
driver in Cumberland.
Yes, opportunities to
host events and
promote awareness of
the sport.
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Appendix D: List of Known Blue and Red Listed Species at Risk in the Comox Lake Watershed
Based on a review of known occurrences of species listed by Committee of the Status of Endangered
Wildlife In Canada (COSEWIC) and Species at Risk Assessment SARA, 2011.
English Name
MAMMALS
Ermine, anguinae subspecies
Roosevelt Elk
Vancouver Island Marmot
BIRDS
Band-tailed Pigeon
Common Nighthawk
Northern Goshawk, laingi subspecies
Northern Pygmy-Owl, swarthi subspecies
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Peregrine Falcon, pealei subspecies
Sooty Grouse
Western Screech-Owl, kennicottii subspecies
White-tailed Ptarmigan, saxatilis subspecies
REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS
Northern Red-legged Frog
Western Toad
FISH
Cutthroat Trout, clarkii subspecies
Dolly Varden
INVERTEBRATES
(no listing in non-confidential occurrences)
PLANTS

Scientific Name

SARA

BC List

Endangered

Schedule 1

Blue
Blue
Red

Patagioenas fasciata
Chordeiles minor
Accipiter gentilis laingi
Glaucidium gnoma swarthi
Contopus cooperi
Falco peregrinus pealei
Dendragapus fuliginosus
Megascops kennicottii kennicottii
Lagopus leucura saxatilis

Special Concern
Threatened
Threatened

Schedule 1
Schedule 1
Schedule 1

Threatened
Special Concern

Schedule 1
Schedule 1

Special Concern

Schedule 1

Rana aurora
Naxyrus boreas

Special Concern
Special Concern

Schedule 1
Schedule 1

Oncorhynchus clarkii clarkii
Salvelinus malma

Blue
Blue

Sand-dwelling Wallflower

Erysimum arenicola var. torulosum

Blue

Snow Bramble

Rubus nivalis

Blue

Olympic onion

Allium crenulatum

Red

Olympic Mountain Aster

Eucephalus paucicapitatus

Blue

Salish daisy

Erigeron salishii

Blue

Least Moonwort

Botrychium simplex var. compositum

Blue

Mustela erminea anguinae
Cervus canadensis roosevelti
Marmota vancouverensis

COSEWIC

Blue
Yellow
Red
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The commercial operations at Comox Valley Airport (YQQ) are operated by the Comox Valley
Airport Commission (CVAC), a not-for-profit, fully independent entity formed in 1996. Presently,
Board members serve without any compensation save for repayment of out of pocket expenses
associated with their duties. As part of the Board’s succession planning, Sierra Systems Group
Inc. (Sierra Systems) was engaged to review similar not-for-profit transportation entities across
the country and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of moving to a compensated Board
model. The end goal of the Board Compensation Study is to provide supporting material that will
help the CVAC Board assess whether CVAC should compensate its Board for service or remain in
its present voluntary mode.
In order to meet this objective, Sierra Systems conducted interviews with the Chairs of the
Board and/or Chief Operating Officers (CEOs) of nine (9) transportation organizations across
Canada – comparable to CVAC in business, board composition, organizational structure, funding
model, organizational focus, size, and business complexity. Interviewees were asked several
questions regarding their organizational board compensation policy and the advantages and
disadvantages of their board compensation policy as they experience them. In addition to these
interviews, a high-level scan of best practice literature and regulatory documents was also
conducted.
Themed feedback from interviews suggests the following predominant themes for
compensating a board or for remaining with a voluntary board.
Case for Compensating a Board
1. Enhances board engagement,
participation, and commitment levels;
2. Recognizes board members for time,
effort, and contribution; and
3. Attracts a needed calibre of skill,
knowledge and talent to the board.

Case for Remaining with a Voluntary Board
1. Protects against potential conflict of
interest; and
2. No evident need to compensate – as board
engagement, skill, and performance is
already at a desired level.

Throughout the Board Compensation Study, research and interview input provided consistent
data on the merits and arguments for both compensating the CVAC board and for remaining
with a voluntary board structure. Further, Sierra Systems reviewed the present and emerging
regulatory framework under which CVAC operates and found no regulatory impediment to
board compensation for CVAC. Indeed, several of CVAC’s peers have adopted a board
compensation policy, albeit at the outset of the Transport Canada divestiture. On balance, it is
the “fairness” test that appears to be the most compelling in peer organizations – Is our Board
compensated fairly in comparison with their peers who have chosen the compensation route?
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2. CVAC BOARD COMPENSATION STUDY OVERVIEW
2.1. Purpose and Objective of the Study
The Comox Valley Airport (YQQ), located on the central east coast of Vancouver Island, serves a
population base of nearly 320,000 residents. It’s the second largest airport on Vancouver Island
and processed 327,827 passengers in 2012. The commercial operations at YQQ are operated by
the Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC), a not-for-profit, fully independent entity formed
in 1996. Presently, Board members serve without any compensation save for repayment of out
of pocket expenses associated with their duties.
As part of the Board’s business planning, Sierra Systems was engaged to review similar not-forprofit entities across the country and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of moving to a
compensated Board model. This report is a summary of Sierra’s findings and analysis on these
matters. The goal of this report is to provide supporting material that will help the CVAC Board
assess whether CVAC should compensate its Board for service or remain in its present voluntary
mode.

2.2. Project Approach and Scope
In order to meet the objectives of the CVAC Board Compensation Study, Sierra Systems applied
the following approach:
Phase 1: Project Initiation
Develop a data search strategy for benchmark compensation data of similar entities across Canada
Develop criteria for selection of similar entities to interview across Canada
Identify similar entities and the associated Chair of the Board to interview

•
•
•

•
•

•

Phase 2: Environmental Scan and Research
Prepare for, schedule, and conduct ten (10) interviews with the Chair of the Board of similar entities
across Canada
Conduct best practices research online to identify advantages and disadvantages of both a
compensated and voluntary boards of not-for-profit organizations
Conduct data search for benchmark compensation data of similar entities across Canada

•

Phase 3: Evaluation Framework
Based on research and interviews, develop an evaluation framework with factors for CVAC to consider
when deciding on a Board compensation policy

•

Phase 4: Summary Findings and Recommendations
Synthesize, theme, and summarize all findings, research and analysis into a CVAC Board Compensation
Study Final Report

All items in the above methodology where in scope for the Sierra Systems’ engagement except
for conducting a search and analysis of benchmark compensation data of similar entities across
Canada. This search was conducted by CVAC staff. A summary and analysis of findings from the
benchmark compensation data search has been included in Section 5 of this report as it is
relevant context.
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3. FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEWS WITH LIKE ORGANIZATIONS
3.1. Criteria for Selecting Similar Entities
The following selection criteria were used to determine the ten comparative or “like
organizations to approach for project interviews. The purpose of setting these criteria at the
outset of the project was to refine our focus on “peer” organizations relevant to CVAC context.
Criteria Category

Selection Criteria


Non-elected Board;



Multi-stakeholder Board membership; and



Local governments or entities may nominate Board
members and a number of Board seats may be “reserved”
for these entities – but the Board decides on members.

Organizational
Structure



Not-for-profit Corporation (operating under Federal
legislation).

Funding Model



Not publicly funded; and



Operating budget comes from revenues earned.



Regional service delivery – vs. national scope and authority;
and



Airports and like-transportation services sector
organizations.



Similar size of organization by range of capital assets,
revenue, and passenger traffic.

Board Composition

Organizational Focus

Size and Complexity of
Organization:

In addition to the above selection criteria, when searching for similar organizations to interview,
the following three categories of organizations were considered so as to ensure a broad scan of
board compensation policy considerations.
1. Organizations that have had voluntary boards from the outset;
2. Organizations that have had compensated boards from the outset; and
3. Organizations that initially had voluntary boards and transitioned to a compensated
board model.
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3.2. Overview of Organizations Interviewed
Of the organizations approached for interviews, 9 agreed to participate in interview sessions each between 30 minutes and 1 hour in length. We were unable to schedule an interview in the
time permitted with the 10th organization selected as a similar entity to be interviewed, London
International Airport.
Seven (7) participants were Canadian regional airports. The other two (2) were Harbour
authorities operating in the transportation sector on Vancouver Island – operating, similarly,
under a Transport Canada regional devolution framework. The reason for including these two
(2) non-airport entities was to determine whether there was anything we could learn from like
organizations outside the airport industry but operating in a regional Vancouver Island context,
similar to Comox.
The following chart provides an overview of the organizations interviewed and associated
organizational complexity data for purposes of comparability with CVAC. The interviews were
conducted with the Chairs and/or Chief Operating Officers (CEOs) of the organizations.
#

Stakeholder Organization

1 Charlottetown Airport (YYG)
Deer Lake Regional Airport
(YDF)
Goose Bay Airport
3
Corporation (YYR)

2

4

Greater Moncton
International Airport (YQM)

Date of
Interview

12/10/2012 Compensated $
1/9/2013
12/5/2012

12/13/2012

6 Prince George Airport (XYS)

12/7/2012

Saint John Airport Authority
(YSJ)
Greater Victoria Harbour
8
Authority
7

9 Nanaimo Port Authority

Passenger
Traffic in
2011/2012

Financial
Assets in
2011/2012

Capital
Assests in
2011/2012

4,600,000

285,158

$

3,092,251

292,019 $

3,310,692 $ 27,467,731

$

1,900,000

109,406 $

5,000,000 $ 1,100,000

$

13,900,000

$

5,400,000

211,181 $

2,200,000 $16,500,000

Compensated $

5,300,000

402,438 $

3,700,000 $53,000,000

$

3,500,000

208,250 $

5,500,000 $ 8,000,000

Compensated $

6,600,000

N/A

$ 11,900,000 $56,300,000

$

8,100,000

N/A

$

$

3,900,000

308,937

$ 18,300,000 $15,000,000

Compensated
Compensated

$ 13,000,000 $ 11,200,000

579,329 $ 16,900,000 $ 35,700,000

12/11/2012 Compensated

Greater Sudbury Airport
(YSB)

5

Board
Gross Revenue
Compensation
in 2011/2012
Structure

Voluntary

12/10/2012 Compensated
12/4/2012
1/9/2013

CVAC (YQQ)

Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC)

Compensated
Voluntary

6,200,000 $ 28,700,000
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3.3. Regulatory Context
Prior to the mid 1990’s, airports across Canada, along with other transportation operations such
as harbours were owned and operated by Transport Canada. The Government of Canada
recognized that many aspects of the Canadian transportation system, including airport
operations, were in danger of becoming a liability rather than an advantage to Canadian
businesses and consumers. The February 1994 Budget called on Transport Canada to review the
potential for commercialization of a number of its major activities, including the operation of
airports across the country. One of the results of this review was the launch of the National
Airport Policy which was an airport commercialization initiative aimed at ensuring efficient,
efficient, reliable, safe, and competitively-priced and environmentally sound airport systems in
Canada.
As a result, several Canadian airports devolved from Transport Canada between the mid-to-late
1990s. At this point in time, Transport Canada set guidelines for airport governance including
board compensation policies.
It is interesting to note that several of CVAC’s peers, and the majority of organizations
interviewed, chose to compensate their boards at the outset of the Transport Canada
divestiture.
When selecting the seven (7) Canadian regional airports based on the criteria described in
section 3.1, only one (1) similar airport was able to be identified that has had a voluntary board
from the outset of the Transport Canada divestiture and also only one (1) similar airport was
able to be identified that initially had a voluntary board at the outset of the Transport Canada
divesture and transitioned to a compensated board model. The remaining five (5) similar
airports have had compensated board models from the outset of the Transport Canada
Divestiture. The following chart summarizes compensation structures for all of the organizations
interviewed.
#

Stakeholder Organization

Compensated from the
outset

Voluntary from the Outset

Switched to Compensated
from Voluntary

1 Charlottetown Airport
2 Deer Lake Regional Airport
3 Goose Bay Airport Corporation
4 Greater Moncton International Airport
5 Greater Sudbury Airport
6 Greater Victoria Harbour Authority
7 Nanaimo Port Authority
8 Prince George Airport
9 Saint John Airport Authority
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3.4. Themes: Compensated vs. Voluntary
To facilitate the interviews, Sierra Systems used the generic Stakeholder Protocol with guiding
questions outlined in Appendix A. It should be noted that several of CVAC’s peers had chosen to
compensate their boards at the outset of the Transport Canada divestiture. As such, some were
challenged during the interviews to offer a perspective on the merits of voluntary vs.
compensated given their experience. However, several interviewees who had experience in
governance in other voluntary board organizations were able to offer some useful perspectives
on this question.
The following are themes heard from stakeholders with respect to the advantages and/or
disadvantages of compensating a board.
Why Compensate a Board?
1. Enhanced Board Engagement, Participation, and Commitment Levels:
 Interviewees suggested that in compensating board members, the level of ownership
and accountability for board activities is enhanced. If board members are paid, their
commitment is solidified and they are accountable for their activities to the community
they serve. Compensated board members may, for example, be more inclined to “go
the extra mile” and attend community events representing the airport, and sales and
business development meetings outside of their formal board meetings;
 Specifically for an airport board, where the business complexity and impact on the
community is high, a more committed board can directly impact not only the success of
the airport but also the economic growth and safety of the community; and
 CEO’s interviewed commented that a more engaged Board directly impacts the skill
and competency and engagement of the executive as board members are more likely
to effectively collaborate and work closely with management. There was a sense that
the “game is raised” with positive benefits resulting.
2. Recognize Board Members for Time, Effort, and Contribution:
 The amount of time, energy, commitment, and accountability that is required of an
airport board should be recognized – and compensation, however nominal, is an
accepted way of recognizing this workload and role;
 Interviewees suggested that no one joins their boards to “get rich” but rather recognize
compensation as a form of recognition for their time, attract a calibre of skill, and to
also enhance engagement and participation levels. In fact, in all of our interviews with
organizations that compensate their boards, we found that the organizations nominally
compensate their board members (see detailed benchmark compensation data in
section 5); and
 Several interviews noted that if they intend to run their operations “like a business”
they should treat their boards accordingly – and that means compensation.

Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC)
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3. Attract a Caliber of Skill, Knowledge and Talent to the Board:
 An airport and its facilities are complex and have a high degree of impact on the
community with respect to safety, security, and economic development. This often
requires specialized skills on their Boards – whether they are professional skills (i.e.
lawyers, accountants, engineers) or local industry knowledge and experience;
 Often times, to attract these types of skilled individuals to board positions,
compensation is required. One reason compensation may be required to attract skilled
individuals is that skilled individuals often have a high opportunity cost to their time;
 The one Airport we interviewed that transitioned from a voluntary board to a
compensated board two (2) years after the Transport Canada divestiture cited the
challenge of attracting needed skills and talents to its Board as the primary reason for
its transition.; and
 If there are less competent individuals on the board, this reflects poorly on the
organization which in turn can negatively impact the business’s insurability levels.
Why Maintain a Voluntary Board of an Airport?
1. Protection Against Potential Conflict of Interest:
 A voluntary board ensures board members are solely interested in the benefit of the
community and that membership is completely free of the perception of personal gain
or conflict;
 This becomes especially important in situations where there are political nominees
represented on the board which may be seen by some as an indirect monetary reward
for political support;
 However, we did hear in other interviews that this conflict can be managed by the level
and model of compensation and not simply by removing compensation all together.
Some interviewees suggested that compensation does not necessarily preclude
interest in the community and public service.
2. No Need to Compensate if Board Engagement, Skill, and Performance is at a Desired Level:
 If there have never been issues attracting the appropriate level of skill and talent to the
board given a lack of compensation, and there are no issues with board engagement,
participation, and performance levels, interviewees suggested “why compensate if it is
not needed?” If this is the case, non-compensation would preserve cash flow for other
operational needs.

3.5. Theme: Common Models of Compensation
All organizations interviewed covered out-of-pocket travel and business expenses associated
with board membership. Thus, our examination relates to compensation over and above these
types of reimbursement. In the case of organizations interviewed that compensate their boards,
three common models of compensation are being applied:
1. Board member retainer/honorarium annual fee;
2. Board meeting fees; and
3. A blend of meeting fees and a board member retainer/honorarium.
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The most common model of compensation out of the three listed above was the blended model
which includes a board member honorarium/retainer fee and an additional per meeting fee for
formal “minuted” board or board committee meetings. We heard that the benefit of this model
not only compensates/recognizes the board member for the time dedicated to formal board
meetings, but also for the additional effort required of board members in the form of meeting
preparation, business development activities, attendance at community events etc.
In addition to this, the board Chair, Treasurer, and committee Chairs in many cases received
higher compensation in the form of a higher retainer or higher meeting fees. The reason for this
is that these roles often require additional effort and time than general board membership.
Finally, all organizations interviewed that compensate their boards freely budget for
compensation at what is deemed to be a fair level rather than factored compensation as a share
of gross or net revenues or the operating budget.

3.6. Other Themes
In addition to the above described themes heard during interviews regarding the advantages
and disadvantages of compensation an airport board as well as common compensation models,
the following themes were also heard during interviews.
Considerations for Compensation of Elected Representatives on a Board
The following table summarizes whether, of the organizations interviewed, elected
representatives participate in board membership and if those elected representatives are able
to accept compensation.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Similar Organization Interviewed
Charlottetown Airport
Deer Lake Airport
Goose Bay Airport Corporation
Greater Moncton International
Airport
Greater Sudbury Airport
Greater Victoria Harbour Authority
Nanaimo Port Authority
Prince George Airport
Saint John Airport Authority

Elected Representatives on
Board
No (Prohibited in Bylaws)
Yes
Yes
No
(prohibited in bylaws)
No
Yes
No
No
No

Compensated Board
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

As noted in the table above, in some cases, elected representatives receive compensation for
board membership without issue. However, generally, those organizations that compensate
their board members prohibit elected representatives to sit on the board. In fact, in most cases,
elected representatives nominate board members but cannot sit on the board.
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Public Issues relating to Airport Board Compensation Policies
In developing our interview questions, we assumed that the topic of compensating regional
airport boards may be controversial in some communities, specifically in the cases where
elected officials participate as members of the board. As such, we developed some interview
questions aimed at investigating whether interviewees had experienced either positive or
negative reactions from their communities with respect to their board compensation policies.
When interviewees were asked whether there has been any positive or negative reaction from
community members with respect to their board compensation policy, a common theme heard
was that community members generally want to see their airport boards be treated fairly. If
similar sized airports or like bodies in other regions are compensating their boards, then
community members also would find it fair if theirs should do the same.
Furthermore, stakeholder also suggested that the transparency of reporting board
compensation policies and levels to the public is imperative as it helps to pro-actively manage
public relations. We found that most of the agencies interviewed included board compensation
information in their annual reports and financial statements.
Compensation and Board Performance Review
Another common consideration heard throughout interviews was that once an organization
decides to compensate their board members, the accountability and performance of board
membership should, as a best practice, be evaluated regularly by an independent third party.
Regular evaluations of board performance have both negative and positive attributes. Regular
evaluations of board performance ensure that the board is meeting expectations, and in areas
where expectations are not being met, mitigating solutions can be implemented in a timely
fashion. This is a benefit as Board performance has a direct positive correlation with
organizational performance. However, regular evaluations of board performance can be costly
and time consuming.
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4. BEST PRACTICE LITERATURE REVIEW FINDINGS
In addition to the interviews with similar entities conducted, Sierra Systems also conducted a
high-level online scan for best practice literature regarding board compensation policies for notprofit-organizations, as well as other relevant board compensation trends and literature. Much
of what we found in this scan corroborated what we heard in the interviews. The following
section highlights our findings from this high level scan.
The Case for a Compensated Board
Quality Members: Compensation may be needed to attract
quality candidates. Too often, people with high visibility and
valuable contacts won’t serve without pay.

Technical Expertise and Talent: A board is often expected to
bring a level of expertise to complex topics. Compensation
helps attract people with strong technical, professional, or
subject matter expertise.
Risk: There are personal and professional risks inherent in
board service. Compensation may tip the balance in favour of
serving.

The Case for a Voluntary Board
Community Service: Serving without
compensation encourages board
members to express their philanthropic
values, encourages altruism and places
public benefit above self-interest.
Resource and Cost Burden: Board
compensation reduces the amount of
financial resources available for other
initiatives.
Mitigating Potential Conflict of Interest:
Because volunteers aren’t paid, they are
free from potential conflict that might
result from trying to protect an income
stream. Therefore, they are less
susceptible to conflicts between what the
right thing to do is and what is in the best
interest of those who are signing their
paycheck.

Loyalty: a paid person is less apt to take advantage of board
services for personal gain. Being paid might strengthen one’s
obligation to duty.
Interest and Attendance: Because board members, like
anyone else, only have so much time, compensation might
help sustain their interest, helping them to be more
responsive, and pay greater attention to their board
responsibilities such as meeting attendance.
Diversity: Compensation promotes the recruitment of
diverse boards. It opens service up to individuals from
different cultures, backgrounds, classes, ages, or personal
situations that may not be able to serve otherwise given the
financial opportunity cost of not working any lost hours.

Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC)
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4.1. Government and Legal Guidelines for Compensating Not-for-Profit Board
Although CVAC is not a Crown Agency by definition, Sierra Systems found it useful to review and
summarize BC Government Treasury Board directive on Remuneration Guidelines for Appointees
to Crown Agencies, as a further input to the research conducted. The objective of the Guidelines
is to outline best practices with respect to compensating boards of Crown Agencies considering
the underlying public service nature of the organization. The Guidelines state in section 1.2 that:
“Appropriate remuneration for work performed by directors is part of good governance
practice. In the public sector, the maximum remuneration level should underscore the
important and professional nature of board work and attract and retain qualified
individuals to serve. At the same time, there is underlying recognition that service on the
board of a Crown Agency entails and element of public service, varying in degree
depending on the nature of the organization.”
In addition to the Treasury Board Guidelines, Sierra Systems also reviewed the new federal Notfor-Profit Corporations Act (NFP Act) to take effect in 2014. The NFP Act establishes a new set of
rules for federally incorporated not-for-profit corporations in Canada. These new rules will
replace Part II of the Canada Corporations Act (old Act), the law that has governed federal
corporations for nearly a century and forms part of CVAC’s current operating governance
framework.
The new NFP does not prohibit the compensation of not-for-profit boards and in fact suggests
that directors of a corporation are entitled to fix reasonable levels of remuneration, unless the
corporation's articles or by-laws provide for a different arrangement. The NFP Act also
specifically permits a director, officer or member to receive reasonable remuneration and
expenses for any services to the corporation that are performed in any other capacity (e.g., in
the capacity of a consultant to the corporation). The previous Act did not specifically address
board remuneration nor did it prohibit it.

4.2. Canadian Coalition for Good Governance Board Compensation Policy
Principles
In 2011, the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (CCGG) published six (6) principles for
boards to consider when structuring their own compensation plans to ensure that their interests
are aligned with those of the organization. We have extracted the following CCGG principles
that we feel are most relevant to the CVAC context. (For a full description of the six (6)
principles, see Appendix C for a link to the online published version of the principles.)
1. Independence
Director compensation should be designed to promote a high degree of objectivity, independent
thinking and a direct alignment with the interests of the stakeholders of the company. While
director compensation should be sufficient to adequately reward directors for their expertise
and experience and the time devoted to the company, it should not be so high as to potentially
compromise the independence of directors, their ability to take a controversial stand on an
important issue or their preparedness to resign on a matter of principle.
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2. Reflect Expertise and Time Commitment
Aggregate director compensation and the structure of director compensation plans will vary,
depending upon company-specific factors such as company size and complexity. Individual
director compensation should reflect the time expected of the director as well as the overall
expertise and experience required.

3. Varying Compensation for different Director Roles
There should be no distinction in pay for directors performing similar roles. Some differentiation
of compensation levels among directors based on relative time commitment and responsibilities
may be appropriate. For example, independent chairs, lead directors and committee chairs
typically entail a greater time commitment and may warrant additional compensation
4. Minimize Complexity and Ensure Transparency
Boards should minimize the complexity of director compensation structures to ensure that the
incentives being created are well understood by directors. The process used by a board in
setting its compensation should be transparent and communicated as a part of the annual
reporting process.

Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC)
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5. OTHER RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
CVAC conducted a benchmark board compensation analysis on the following 11 regional
airports across Canada similar to CVAC in size, passenger traffic, and revenue, and asset size:







Charlottetown Airport (YYG);
Comox Valley Airport (YQQ);
Deer Lake Airport (YDF);
Goose Bay Airport (YYR);
Greater Sudbury Airport (YSB);
Hamilton International Airport (YHM);







Moncton International Airport (YQM);
Prince George Airport Authority (YXS)
Regina Airport Authority (YQR);
St. John Airport (YSJ); and
Victoria International Airport (YYJ).

All data utilized in this analysis was obtained from 2011 annual reports and interviews
conducted by Sierra Systems.
Of the organizations included in the study, a total of nine (9) had compensated board policies
and two (2) voluntary board policies. The following statistics were obtained in analyzing
passenger traffic, gross revenue, total assets, and total board compensation for 2011:

Mean
Median

Passenger
Gross Revenue
Total Assets
Total Board
Traffic
(millions)
(millions)
Compensation
488,232 $
9.02 $
46.14 $
80,697
308,937 $
5.30 $
35.40 $
43,000

The spread of total board compensation across all 11 organizations included in this analysis is
illustrated below:

Spread of Total Annual Board Compensation ($)
$300,000
$250,000
$200,000

$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
$0
Organizations included in the Anlaysis
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The statistics and the spread of annual board compensation indicate that there are a few
organizations that are outliers with extremely large and low total annual board compensation in
2011, which may skew averages. However, the majority of organizations hover around the $40K
to $50K annual board compensation amount.
The following percentages were calculated for each organization under analysis to help identify
whether there is any relation between compensation and gross revenue, total assets, and total
passenger traffic:


Total board compensation as a percentage of gross revenue; and



Total board compensation as a percentage of total assets.

The following statics and trends were found amongst these percentages:

Mean
Median
Mode

% of Gross
Revenue
0.95%
1.15%
1.01%

% of Total Assets
0.27%
0.16%
0.18%

As indicated, total annual board compensation among CVAC peers tends to hover around 1% of
total gross revenues, and 0.20% of total assets.
Additionally, the following correlations between data sets could be identified:


Correlation of Total Board Compensation and Total Gross Revenue: + 0.88;



Correlation of Total Board Compensation and Total Assets: +0.84; and



Correlation of Total Board Compensation and Total Passenger Traffic: +0.96.

These are all strong positive correlations which indicate that as revenue, assets, and passenger
traffic increases, board compensation also increases.
The information above provides CVAC with more detailed benchmarks with which to evaluate
possible compensation scenarios should that option be chosen. However, it should be noted
that of the peer agencies interviewed who operate in a compensated Board model, none of
them deployed these types of detailed measures in determining compensation levels and caps.
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6. CVAC BOARD COMPENSATION EVALUATION FRAMEWORK AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
In our analysis of the regulatory framework under which CVAC operates, we did not find any
regulation or guidelines that would prevent CVAC from compensating its board members should
it chose to do so. Based on the interviews conducted as well as our high-level best practice scan,
Sierra Systems recommends that CVAC consider the following seven evaluation factors if it
chooses to review its board compensation status. These factors serve as a lens through which to
evaluate the option of remaining with a voluntary board policy or transitioning to a board
compensation model.
1. Could current CVAC Board engagement, participation, and commitment levels be enhanced
through compensation?
2. Do current Board members dedicate a significant amount of time and effort on Board
activities that warrants recognition through compensation?
3. Would Board compensation enable CVAC to better attract the skill levels, knowledge, and
talent it needs to discharge its Board responsibilities?
4. Does CVAC wish to portray an image to its stakeholders that the airport, although a not-forprofit corporation, is being operated like a business? If CVAC is to “run like a business” and
be seen as such in the community, does this warrant compensation of its Board?
5. Does CVAC wish to portray an image to stakeholders that the airport is a not-for-profit
organization founded on the value of public services and is operated by the community for
the community?
6. Does CVAC have a sustainable funding source available for annual on-going Board
compensation?
7. Does CVAC have a sustainable funding source available for regular Board performance and
compensation evaluations?
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7. NEXT STEPS
The determination of a board compensation policy based on the findings outlined in this report
rests with the Board of CVAC. However, based on our research and experience, the following
graphic outlines a recommended decision process and next steps once the decision to
compensate or not compensate Board members has been made.

#1: Consider Amending Bylaw 4.7 to
Allow for the Compensation of Board
Members

No

#2: Maintain a Voluntary
Board Structure

Yes
#2: Gather Input and Advice from
Nominating Entities in Accordance by
Bylaw 15.3

#3: Vote to Amend Bylaw 4.7

Vote Result: No
Amendment

#4: Maintain a Voluntary
Board Structure

Vote Result: Amendment
#4: What Model of Compensation
Should be Employed?

#5: How Much Compensation Should
be Provided?

#6: How Should Board Performance
and Compensation be Regularly
Evaluated?

Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC)
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8. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, throughout the Board Compensation Study, as outlined in this report, research
and interview input provided consistent data on the merits and arguments for both
compensating the CVAC board and for remaining with a voluntary board structure. Further,
Sierra Systems reviewed the present and emerging regulatory framework under which CVAC
operates and found no regulatory impediment to board compensation for CVAC. Indeed, several
of CVAC’s peers have adopted a board compensation policy, albeit at the outset of the Transport
Canada divestiture. On balance, it is the “fairness” test that appears to be the most compelling
in peer organizations – Is our Board compensated fairly in comparison with their peers who have
chosen the compensation route?
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC)
Governance Review
Interview With [Organization]
Date and Time

Tailored

Location/Conference
Call Information

(888) 260-2444

Project Background

The Comox Valley Airport (YQQ) is centrally located on the central east coast of Vancouver
Island and serves a population base of nearly 320,000 residents. It is the second largest
airport on Vancouver Island and processed 308,937 passengers in 2011.

Conference ID:3255638

The commercial operations at YQQ are operated by the Comox Valley Airport Commission.
(CVAC), a not-for-profit, fully independent entity formed in 1996. Presently, Board
members serve without any compensation save for repayment of out of pocket expenses
associated with their duties. CVAC wishes to examine whether it should consider
remunerating its Board members. To assist in this decision, CVAC is undertaking research
to examine like not-for-profit entities to determine if and how they may have decided to
adopt a compensated Board model. Sierra Systems Group Inc. has been engaged to assist
CVAC in this work. Over the next few weeks, Sierra Systems intends to interview a number
of like entities to discuss their experience as well as obtain advice on the topic of at hand.
Interview Objectives:

Interview
Participants

Roles and
Expectations:



To gain an understanding of why similar entities under review may have decided to
compensate their Boards or remain voluntary in nature.



To gain an understanding of any “trigger points” that caused similar entities to move
from a voluntary Board structure to a compensated board structure.
Organization and Individual
Sierra Systems (Consultants)

 Tailored




 Stuart Culbertson – Project Director
 Kasia Bruski – Research Coordinator

Provide advice advise based on
experience
Contribute thoughts, ideas and
issues that should be considered

 Enable discussions and ensure key points

are confirmed while remaining sensitive to
the responses and views of interviewees
 Confirm details so as to accurately report

input
Interview Guide:

General Questions for all Interviewees:
1.

Comox Valley Airport Commission (CVAC)

Please tell us about your organization’s business and governance structure
(e.g. how long have you been in operation, what are your core activities
what type and size customer base do you serve structure of your
organization - i.e. not-for-profit, corporation, partnership etc.)?
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2.

What is the profile of your Board members (i.e. required experience,
qualifications, expertise etc.)?

3.

What is the commitment expected by each Board member (number of
annual meetings, hours worked per week, complexity of work, etc.)?

4.

Are you Board members compensated?

Organizations with Compensated Boards:
1.

What is your Board compensation model (cash retainer, honorarium,
meeting fees, commitment fees etc.)? What is the budget for Board
compensation – amount and percentage of total budget?

2.

Has your Board always been compensated from the outset or did you
transition from a voluntary Board at some point?

3.

What were the factors that made your organization decide to move to a
Board compensation model? What triggered this transition – i.e. revenue
level, business complexity, requirement for designated skills on the Board
etc.?

4.

What have been the outcomes of the Board compensation model for you? –
i.e. has it made governance of your organization more effective; produced a
stronger candidate pool for membership?

5.

When you review your compensation model and rates, who do you compare
yourself with and why?

Organizations with Voluntary Boards:
6.

Have you ever considered compensating your Board? If so, why?

7.

If not, what would have to occur for you to consider compensating your
Board?

8.

What has made your organization remain with a voluntary Board structure?

9.

Has the lack of Board compensation had any effects on your organization –
i.e. member recruitment and retention, governance effectiveness?

Concluding Observations
1.

Do you have any other observations or advice that you chose to offer CVAC
on the advantages, disadvantages, impacts and communication
considerations relating to moving to a compensated board model?

2.

Could you refer us to any other entities we should talk with on this topic?

Thank You for your time and participation!
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COMOX VALLEY HOUSING TASK FORCE REPORT
April 2012 - February 2013

Vision:

The Comox Valley works actively in a united way to meet the full continuum of its housing
needs.
Mission: To provide a strategic, coordinated and on-going approach to implementing housing
solutions in the Comox Valley through the best use of available opportunities and
resources.
Goals: 1. Housing options are in place to address the needs of the homeless and those most
vulnerable to homelessness.
2. The objectives for housing identified in the Comox Valley Sustainability Strategy are
addressed.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Comox Valley Housing Task Force (HTF) met frequently throughout the past twelve months, with
the support of funds provided to build capacity to address homelessness. Building capacity is more
than the readily visible building of bricks and mortar. In a world of shrinking or non-existent public
funds for social housing and supports, building community capacity to deal with the problems of
homelessness and the lack of affordable housing is necessary to achieve robust, sustainable solutions.
The Task Force has focused on the building blocks to create a community which is capable of
providing housing for all. Through the $75,000 granting program, it is supporting local organizations
in the development of local partnerships in service provision, research, developing potential
agricultural housing policy, and community outreach. The Task Force, itself, has been working to
develop options to support a “backbone” organization to continue to provide the necessary supports for
housing solutions in a growing community. It is working, within its limited framework, to build
understanding and the consensus needed to garner community support for housing for the homeless and
those most vulnerable to homelessness.
INTRODUCTION
The Comox Valley Housing Task Force (HTF) is made up of appointees from each of the four local
government jurisdiction in the Comox Valley and eight sector representatives from the community.
The Comox Valley Regional District Board (CVRD) generously supported the mandate of the HTF
with public funds from VIHA's 2010 and 2011 grants for increasing capacity to address homelessness.
At the September 2012 meeting, the community members confirmed their commitment to the HTF's
mandate and to maintain their roles into 2013. All four local governments continue to participate.
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ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCES
The CVRD provided VIHA Building Capacity to Address Homelessness fund to the HTF for two
purposes: (1) to support the HTF mandate, as outlined in the approved Terms of Reference, and (2) to
design and distribute a $75,000 grant program to community organizations.
The HTF has met twice as often as mandated by the Terms of Reference. In addition, members also
participate in sub-committee meetings. In November, Finance Sector representative, Maureen
Haslehurst, was thanked for her contribution to the HTF, as she moved on to other endeavours, and
subsequently, business owner, Michael Pitcher, was welcomed as the newest member of the HTF. (See
Appendix #1 for current membership list.)
During the process of contract development for grant projects, risk exposure was considered. Brian
Hunt, a corporate governance expert, offered his assistance to understand and respond to the question
of liability/indemnification. The HTF is not an entity and lacks the capacity to be indemnified. A draft
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was developed, but due to the lack of direct responsibility for
the HTF, and in consideration of Municipal Insurance Association advice on such matters, it is not
possible for the CVRD to sign a MOU. This limits the extent of activities that the HTF can undertake
without indemnification of the community members.
The City of Courtenay holds the Task Force's funds in trust. Of the $114,482 Building Capacity to
Address Homelessness VIHA funds provided to the HTF, an average of $1043/month (staff time,
advertising, etc) has been spent in support of the Task Force over the last 20 months, and $60,000 of
the $75,000 grant program has been disbursed. The Task Force has budgeted for continuing
administrative support, completing the public awareness strategy and future organization development,
as well as other building capacity initiatives. A financial statement is attached as Appendix #2.
BUILDING CAPACITY GRANTS
The Building Community Capacity Grant Program is fully subscribed and contracts were developed
and are in place, as follows:
 $2,500 to Wachiay Friendship Centre, in support of the Ad Hoc Emergency Response
Organization (AHERO) Community Resource Fair, which took place in October 2012.
 $7,500 has been forwarded to the Denman Community Land Trust Association (DCLTA) for
its agricultural housing initiative. The HTF also provided funds to the DCLTA for the $2
million insurance coverage required by the City of Courtenay.
 $25,000, as the first instalment for the $65,000 Comox Valley Community Capacity Initiative,
with Dawn to Dawn as the lead proponent with partners AIDS Vancouver Island, Comox
Valley Transition Society, and Wachiay Friendship Society. The second instalment of $25,000
was released early in 2013. (The final disbursement will be $15,000.)
A requirement for all three projects is a final report and joint public presentation, which has been
tentatively scheduled for the end of September, 2013.
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DELEGATIONS
HTF meetings are open to the public and has received four delegations in 2012, including two women
who wish to initiate cooperative housing, a John Howard Society consultant regarding youth housing,
an individual who had initiated a penny drive for a homeless shelter, and a local developer regarding
the development process for affordable housing initiatives.
A special meeting was called in June to meet with MLA Don McRae. He stressed the advantage of
providing a concerted approach to housing and offered support to seek provincial funding for the
Comox Valley.
On February 1, 2013, the HTF heard from the Comox Valley Community Capacity Initiative
consultant, Amanda Ridgeway, as she presented the first report of that project, entitled “Building
Integrated Service Responses to Homelessness: A Best Practice Review of Leading Communities for
the Building Community Capacity Project in the Comox Valley, Vancouver Island BC”. (Appendix
#3)
FUTURE ORGANIZATION
The Bazink Report, March 2011, recommended a permanent body be supported to address ongoing
funding commitments, jurisdictional authority and partnership opportunities. Since 2007, there have
been four “bodies” formed to address housing and homelessness which have included local government
involvement. The Bazink Report suggested that the series of starts and stops affects momentum, focus
and continuity, and contributes to a weariness and frustration in the community at the lack of results to
address homelessness. The Future Organization Sub-committee was established to look at options
beyond the Housing Task Force, to a permanent and sustainable body, which would be supported by
the community. A report was commissioned, which outlines the roles of local government in ending
homelessness and the best practices that have emerged in British Columbia, Canada and the US, and
was received in October 2012 (Appendix #4).
In July 2012, the Task Force agreed to engaged with the Comox Valley Economic Development
Society around the potential interplay between housing and economic development. As discussions
continue with CVEDS, other relationships are also being investigated and considered as potential
options for the development of a permanent organization.
COMMUNICATIONS AND OUTREACH
In the first half of 2012, the Task Force considered the professional assistance of an outside consensus
facilitator to begin the process of building “one voice” . This was again highlighted after the June 18th
meeting with MLA Don McRae, in which he stressed the advantage of providing a concerted approach
to housing and the issue of funding for the Valley. This is echoed in many communities, including
Nanaimo, which struggled to achieve consensus on how to move forward for ten years. It is only in the
last four or five years, with the ongoing work of its coalition, local government support and
partnerships, as well as the guidance of a local government social planner, that Nanaimo can now boast
a number of bricks and mortar projects The concern for achieving consensus by the HTF includes
bringing the whole community, including decision-makers and regulators, into the process. The way
forward to achieve consensus, or “one voice”, continues to be a challenge.
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In September 2012, a professional communications expert was hired to prepare a public awareness
strategy on the issue of housing and homelessness and the work of the Task Force and to assist with
media releases. A public awareness strategy was developed (Appendix #5); however, the HTF
preferred to be more advanced in the preparation of options for the future permanent organization prior
to “rolling out”. The remainder of the funds allocated for this project will be used to pay for the
consultant's professional assistance in rolling out the strategy.
In September 2012, the HTF moved forward on the design and development of a website and logo.
The Task Force now has a logo and the website is in the process of being populated with all of the Task
Force documents, as well as relevant links, and articles. It is intended to also be a hub for cross-links
with other organizations delivering housing and housing supports. The site can be viewed at
www.cvhousing.ca/ .
The Chair has attended AHERO (the Ad Hoc Emergency Response Organization) monthly meetings,
as a way of communicating with the multitude of agencies working in the community. Housing and
homelessness are never far from the minds of workers and the need for housing is expressed with
passion at every gathering. Amongst the many potential initiatives brought to that table for
consideration, rent banks and community contribution corporations related specifically to addressing
building capacity.
OTHER TASK FORCE ACTIVITIES
On occasion, the Housing Task Force has been requested to participate or provide comment on issues
related to housing and homelessness in the community.
The John Howard Society asked the Task Force to join the Courtenay Youth Housing Project Steering
Committee. This project looked at the availability and need for youth housing and a youth shelter in
Courtenay. The Report was finalized in August 2012 and will be released to the public once the John
Howard Society has the opportunity to determine the next steps.
In June 2012, the Task Force provided The Salvation Army with a letter of support for funding for the
continuing operation of the 24/7 shelter. (Appendix #6) Temporary funding is currently in place and
continues to be an issue.
In August 2012, the CVRD Select Committee for the disbursement of the VIHA grant funds requested
the HTF’s comment on the RFP. Short notice prevented timely comment; however, it did submit a
report to the Select Committee for their consideration in October. (Appendix #7)
Several organizations approached the Task Force regarding access to and questions around the
$300,000 VIHA funding granted to the CVRD. In response to these enquiries, and in order to begin the
process of updating the community assets along the Housing Continuum, the Task Force issued a Call
for Project Information in October 2012. The results of that call are attached in Appendix #8. This is
not a complete picture of the actual and/or potential projects in the community; however, it is valuable
in understanding the diversity and number of projects currently under way or being considered. More
thorough information gathering is underway with the intention of updating the Housing Continuum
presented in the March 2011 Final Report by Bazink, at page 13 of 16. (Appendix #9)
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CONCLUSION
The Comox Valley Housing Task Force began this year with a review of last year's work and is
preparing its work for 2013. The members are committed to achieving a supported, permanent and
sustainable body to address homelessness and housing this year. It has continuing responsibility for the
grant program. It recognizes the limits of an unincorporated entity and will seek the necessary support
to achieve its mandate, as it engages the broader community in developing an understanding of
homelessness and support for housing solutions.

Submitted by Ronna-Rae Leonard, Chair
April 8, 2013
LIST OF APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Current HTF Membership
Appendix 2: Financial Statement - March 26, 2013
Appendix 3: CVCCI Report #1 Power Point Presentation
Appendix 4: Future Organization Report by Roger Albert (pdf)
Appendix 5: Public Awareness Strategy by Susan Wood Communications (pdf)
Appendix 6: Letter of Support regarding funding for 24/7 service for Pidcock House emergency
shelter.
Appendix 7: Response to RFP on Scattered Housing Program of CVRD (pdf)
Appendix 8: Project Inventory
Appendix 9: Excerpt from Bazink Final Report, March 2011 – Housing Continuum
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City of Courtenay Financial Report
COMOX VALLEY HOUSING TASK FORCE - TRUST FUNDS
AS AT 03/26/13
ACCT

DESC

BUDGET

2011
ACTUAL

2012
ACTUAL

2013
ACTUAL

TOTAL
ALL YRS

BUDGET
REMAINING

REVENUE
050-11-1-380-3830-18811-0060

CVRD GRANT - HOUSING TASK FORCE
TOTAL REVENUE

$114,482.00
3,140
50,335
61,007
114,482
(0)
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------114,482.00
3,140
50,335
61,007
114,482
(0)
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------

EXPENSE

050-11-2-380-3830-21000-????
050-11-2-380-3830-32100-????
050-11-2-380-3830-36010-????
050-11-2-380-3830-36012-????
050-11-2-380-3830-51100-????

ADMINISTRATION ALLOCATION
SALARIES & WAGES
ADVERTISING
FACILITY RENTAL
GRANT SUPPORT - INSUR
STATIONERY SUPPLIES
Sub-Total Admin Expenses

050-11-2-380-3830-38545-????
050-11-2-380-3830-38546-????
050-11-2-380-3830-38547-????
050-11-2-380-3830-38548-????
050-11-2-380-3830-38549-????

CONTRACT SERVICES ALLOCATION
CONSULTANT - COMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANT - WEBSITE
CONSULTANT - FUTURES
COMMITTEE - FUTURES
CONSULTANT - OTHER

050-11-2-380-3830-38530-????
050-11-2-380-3830-38531-????
050-11-2-380-3830-38532-????

GRANTS
CVHTF GRANT - DCLTA
CVHTF GRANT - WACHIAY
CVHTF GRANT - DAWN TO DAWN
Sub-Total Grants

TOTAL EXPENSES
FUNDS REMAINING

24,482.00

2,527
9,221
1,605
13,353
11,129
437
1,061
0
1,498
(1,498)
64
0
0
64
(64)
0
595
0
595
(595)
113
133
0
246
(246)
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------24,482.00
3,140
11,011
1,605
15,756
8,726

2,500.00
0
1,369
0
1,369
1,131
2,000.00
0
480
775
1,255
745
2,500.00
0
2,475
0
2,475
25
500.00
0
0
0
0
500
7,500.00
0
0
0
0
7,500
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------15,000.00
0
4,324
775
5,099
9,901
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------7,500.00
0
7,500
0
7,500
0
2,500.00
0
2,500
0
2,500
0
65,000.00
0
25,000
25,000
50,000
15,000
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------75,000.00
0
35,000
25,000
60,000
15,000
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ --------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------114,482.00
3,140
50,335
27,380
80,855
33,627
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------0
0
33,628
33,628
(33,628)
========== ========== ========== ========== ========== =========
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Comox Valley Housing Task Force
Public Awareness Communications Plan 2012/13

Goals:
• Increase public awareness about the ongoing issues of affordable housing,
homelessness in the Comox Valley.
• Increase public awareness about the Comox Valley Housing Task Force and
the role it plays in working toward solutions to the ongoing issues of
affordable housing, homelessness in the Com0ox Valley

Objective:
To reach a wide cross section of people living and working in the Comox Valley
and begin to build a general understanding of the issue providing perspective
and relatable content.
To build understanding of the role of the CV Housing Task Force as the facilitator
for cooperative support agencies and local governments, working together to
find effective solutions to the ongoing issues of affordable housing and
homelessness in the Comox Valley.

Target Audience:
Primary
•
•
•
•
•

Comox Valley residents
Homeowners
Recently arrived residents
Post secondary students
Retirees

Secondary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comox Valley Business Professionals such as:
Downtown Courtenay Business Association
Comox Valley Business Networks (BNI, BIA Comox)
Comox Valley Real Estate Association
Comox Valley Service Clubs
Real Estate Developers
Elected Officials and non-profits

Prepared by: Susan Wood Communications
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Key Messages:
The messages developed to convey information to the public must be crafted so
a wide section of the population can understand the issue and information
provided.
Key phrases will be created and used throughout the campaign to ensure the
public repeatedly hears and understands the message.
The key messages will provide insight and information to the public in a way that
they will be able to adopt and potentially repeat.
Key messages will answer the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do we really have a homeless problem?
Who are these people?
Aren’t there groups or organizations already doing something?
What is the CVHTF doing to help?
What am I supposed to do?
What are the possible solutions?

Strategies:
Media Relations: Develop as series of media releases, feature articles
and other materials, focusing on the work being done by the CVHTF and
its sitting members. Develop a comprehensive media distribution.
Community Relations: Develop “grass-roots” opportunities to reach
audiences such as speaking engagements with community groups.
Identify community champions / partnerships in the areas of politics,
health, the arts and business. Create a quarterly newsletter and provide it
to all community partners for distribution to their existing member
databases.
Website Development: Create a website that delivers the key
messages directly to the target audiences. Provide current, real, local
information and updates.
Advertising: Create effective, key-message based advertising for print,
TV, radio and on-line media. Work to negotiate additional “time” through
public service announcement opportunities.

Prepared by: Susan Wood Communications
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Tactics:
Specific tactics to reach the targeted audiences will be limited in some areas by
budget availability. In the areas not directly dependent on funding the following
elements can be implemented according to the overall strategy.
Media Releases
• Work with sitting members to identify “news worthy” success / needs based
stories
• Target specific publications with unique content
• Sitting member organizations to identify themselves with the CV Housing
Task Force in all independent media related initiatives.
Outreach / Community Champions / Partnerships
• All sitting members to leverage relationships to facilitate outreach
opportunities
• Develop relationships with high profile community personalities to
“champion” the issue on the part of the CVHTF
• Sitting members to identify themselves as Task Force members and to
include updated CVHTF information in all communications i.e.:
newsletters, websites, bulletins, etc. being distributed to their specific
supporter databases within their sphere of influence.
Web Site
•
•
•
•

Develop a “hub style” CVHTF website
Direct links to member organizations
Updated successes / needs based information
Provide an opportunity for users to sign up for newsletters, updates,
speaking engagements.
• Provide an opportunity for users to contact Task Force members and
executive directly.
• Provide “real” fact based information regarding the issue

Paid Advertising Campaign: Budget contingent
“I didn’t know”
• Produce a :30 radio PSA to be distributed to all local stations
• Purchase radio air time
• Purchase print ad space
Time line: To be discussed

Prepared by: Susan Wood Communications
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Media list contacts:
EDITOR/PUBLISHER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tyra Newsom tyra@infocusmagazine.ca
islandcontactus@ctv.ca
currentlycumberland@gmail.com,
islandword@shaw.ca
dstoltz@cheknews.ca,
echo@comoxvalleyecho.com,
news@islandradio.bc.ca,
eyoung@islandradio.bc.ca,
photos@comoxvalleyrecord.com
Dave MacDonald, dvmac@comoxvalleyecho.com
lbroadley@comoxvalleyecho.com
Debra Martin dmartin@comoxvalleyecho.com
comoxvalleytv@shaw.ca,
gord.kurbis@ctv.ca,
kyle@jetfm.ca,
writer@comoxvalleyrecord.com
Philip Round pround@comoxvalleyecho.com
randy@jetfm.ca,
Scott Stanfield reporter@comoxvalleyrecord.com
Jo-Ann ROBERTS Jo-Ann.Roberts@cbc.ca
Peter Hutchinson peter.hutchinson@cbc.ca
Gregor Craigie cregor.craigie@cbc.ca
Spencer (CVE) Anderson spanderson@comoxvalleyecho.com
Richard Skinner rskinner@islandradio.bc.ca
Bob Johnstone bjohnstone@islandradio.bc.ca
James Kasper - CVV Magazine
Erin Haluschak - CV Record
Scott Stanfield - CV Record
Renée Andor - CV Record
Lindsay Chung - CV Record
Caitlin McKinnon - CV Record
Edward Homer - Comox Valley Arts & Life
Franco Noviello Franco.Noviello@sjrb.ca Shaw TV
Chas Leckie - Shaw TV
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Appendix 8 – Comox Valley Housing Task Force Report, April 2012 – Feb 2013
Comox Valley Affordable Housing/Homelessness Project Information
(Call for Information – October 2012)
Housing
Organization: CV Transition Society
Project ‐ Second Stage Housing: Designed to provide the housing and support needs of women
and their children who have experienced violence in relationships and/or experience barriers to
finding and maintaining secure housing. The plan is to acquire suitable land on which to
construct a 32 unit building that includes studio and one, two, three and four bedroom units.
The design, construction and operation of the building will help facilitate a strong sense of
community and social inclusion. The Transition Society will leverage its resources (bequest and
mortgage free property), but will require financial assistance and support from all levels of
government and the community.
Contact: Anne Davis ad‐cvts@shaw.ca 250‐897‐0511
Organization: Dawn to Dawn
Project ‐ Scattered‐site market housing: Established in 2007, Dawn to Dawn’s scattered‐site
housing program has housed 60 individuals in market housing in the Comox Valley. An out‐
reach worker works directly with the individuals to support and encourage them to self‐
sufficiency. Dawn to Dawn holds the lease and subsidizes the rent. The continuation /
expansion of the program requires financial assistance and suitable accommodation. With
sufficient resources, Dawn to Dawn would consider operating a “dedicated site” supportive
housing program.
Contact: Richard Clarke 137clarke@gmail.com 250‐491‐4595
Organization: Double Waters
Project ‐ Initial Stage: Double Waters is working on an initiative regarding options for the
vulnerable population and potential homelessness. The goal is to implant a networking search
for possible bed accessibility for any of the women wanting to come into Double Waters, whom
is at risk for homelessness after treatment. Double Waters is a not for profit organization that
houses women coming out of a drug and alcohol treatment center. Double Waters receives no
government Per Diem funding. It is a community based facility and needs the support of local
and willing sponsors in order to provide services.
Contact: Jacqueline Watson Jackie@doublewaters.ca 250‐941‐1742
Organization: Innovative Communities
Project: To build/purchase a multi‐bedroom home to support any combination of young adults
or senior adults with disabilities. Shared accommodation with supervision. Provide stability,
avoid isolation, appropriate and safe living for young adults and seniors with a disability. In
need of funding and community support.
Contact: Maureen Miller whizmobc@me.com 250‐337‐8735
Organization: L’Arche
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Project: The plan is for 5 residential units and an outreach centre (like a community centre).
CMHC did give $12,000 to support the original larger project, which was for a bigger outreach
centre and 8 residential units, based on using the rental property they occupied. Since then,
they have scaled down the project to be half the size, on a smaller lot, which they purchased.
The stage they are at is that they are at the next to final architects drawings being completed.
They will be meeting with city staff and organizing a neighbourhood meeting for a required
rezoning from multi‐residential to multi‐use.
Contact: Tony Reynolds
Organization: Maple Pool Riverfront Community Living
Project – Affordable Housing Park: A 10‐acre riverfront property close to downtown. Currently
there are 54 permanent residents living in trailers (rv’s). In order to create a permanent
affordable housing solution for this location 3 different options are being proposed. One is to
continue with the current structure of RV’s and have the required zoning/environmental issues
alleviated. Another option is to build “container homes” to replace the rv’s. The third option is
to create a “philanthropic partnership container village”. In order to make any of these options
possible, partnerships with local governments, agencies, and services need to be formed.
Contact: Carey Porcher porcherconsulting@gmail.com 250‐218‐9420
Organization: Habitat for Humanity
Project: To date, Habitat has provided 8 families with homes in the North Island and is in the
process of completing 6 more in Courtenay. The Re‐Stores fund 100 % of the administration
costs and 40% of the hard construction costs. Mortgage payments are reinvested in the
community to build more homes. Financial support from the community is required to continue
with new projects.
Contact: Ron Freeman, Chair hfhvin@gmail.com 250‐334‐3777
Homeless Support
Organization: The Salvation Army
Project ‐ Community Response Unit: Intended to ensure everyone has access to the necessities
of life and is treated with dignity. The CRU would travel a daily route into areas where the
homeless congregate, offering a hot meal and an assortment of comfort foods. The CRU would
have a full‐time out‐reach worker and a team of volunteers. The vehicle is anticipated to arrive
in the Comox Valley in February 2013. There is a 3‐year sliding scale of funding required for its
operation, after which The Salvation Army would fully fund the program.
Contact: Brent Hobden brent@cvsalarmy.ca 250‐338‐8221
Organization: Comox Bay Care Society
Project ‐ Care‐A‐Van: For the past 3 years, the Care‐A‐Van and its fleet of 33 volunteer
healthcare professionals and outreach drivers provided services to over 600 individuals who are
living in either absolute homelessness or on the verge. The Care‐A‐Van provides healthcare
services, dental, optometry and a stop‐smoking program.
Contact: Helen Boyd careavan@telus.net
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Other Known Potential Projects
Organization: Islanders Secure Land Association
Project: Multi‐residential, affordable housing on Hornby Island. 18.5 acres of land have been
donated and environmental assessments have been done in regards to building. Further
information on the details of the project still required.
Contact: Janet Leblancq janetleb@telus.net 250‐335‐2844
Project: Co‐operative Housing. Still in the early stages, they require capacity building in terms
of knowledge and experience to assist in getting the idea off the ground.
Contact: Pheonix
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2013 COMOX VALLEY HOUSING TASK FORCE MEMBERS
Name
Ronna‐Rae Leonard – Chair
Roger Kishi – Vice Chair
Jim Gillis
Tom Grant
Anne Davis
Brent Hobden
Erik Eriksson
Joline Martin
Michael Pitcher
Rhonda Billie
Sam Sommers
Tom Beshr

Sector
City of Courtenay
Village of Cumberland
Comox Valley Regional District
Town of Comox
Service Provider/Women
Faith Community/Service Provider
Community Member
Community Member ‐ Health
Community Member – Business
First Nations
Community Member – Health/Housing
Housing
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Building Capacity
to Address Homelessness
Project
Making Progress
The Comox Valley Community Capacity
Initiative Collective !
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THE PROJECT
KEY AIM:
Apply current best practice information to the
Comox Valley
context and implement an effective and
enduring collaborative response to
Homelessness at the service level by:SHARED UNDERSTANDING
Integrated service delivery model
Measureable Strategy for sustaining
capacity
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THE PROJECT
Project Phases:

172

173

review FOCUS & Process

BUILDING CAPACITY – BC HEALTHY COMMUNITIE
SERVICE DELIVERY LENS
INTEGRATION
IMPLEMENTATION & SUSTAINABILITY

174

Initial research scan

Where to begin?

Recommendations CVcCIC, Key
Practitioners, Participants
Previous Planning, Local Advocates.

In

Current Leaders
Andrew Wynn-Williams
– ed GVCEH
John Horn – social planner,
nanaimo
Bernie Pauly – uviC- carbc
Dr Stephen Gaetz - Director,
CHRN
OUR ASSETS….
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Building on CV’s Best
Practices
HOUSING FIRST
CLIENT-CENTRED
APPROACH
CULTURALLY
RECOGNIZED
Program Service
Delivery*
FLEXIBILITY
LOW BARRIER

PROGRAMS
HARM REDUCTION
PROACTIVE
Engagement, Treatment
& Relapse Prevention*
(incl. ACT)
SEAMLESS NETWORK
EMPHASIZE CHOICE
BUILDING
176
COMMUNITY*

Communities reviewed
CAMPBELL RIvER,
CALGARY, AB
BC
VICTORIA, BC
NANAIMO, BC
Vancouver, Kelowna,
RED DEER, AB
Kamloops,
North
Van,
PORT ALBERNI, BC
Prince George,
GRAND PRAIRIE, AB Medicine Hat, US
Cities also
considered.
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REVIEW Findings
Over 160 documents; 42 interviews; 3 communities
visited.
Divergent thinking - UNDERSTANDING
HOMELESSNESS
essential elements & success & facilitation factors –
Lessons in THEMES
Responses occur at various levels – menu of options
Strategies & Plans
integration
Organisational
Practice tools
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Strategies & Plans
Comprehensive commitment, funding and
!Wehomelessness.
stated early on that we wanted to end homelessness’,
activities aimed at ending

‘didn’t just say that as an empty word, put some definition to
that’, described Myron Jespersen, Port Alberni

Housing First with supports is overwhelmingly utilised to
achieve success which is measurable
Donelda Laing, Grand Prairie ‘It really is evolutionary’
requiring an ‘extreme paradigm shift’

The availability of affordable housing is critical to the
success of any strategy to address homelessness
‘We have a mandate. There’s so many things we could be
doing. That’s the work (building housing units) we are going to
do. We’re staying focussed.’ Wendy Tyer, Campbell River.!
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Strategies & Plans
Shared responsibility and shared objectives directed by
inclusive multi-stakeholder community plans.
‘That was the critical underlying document that is needed before you
even get into what services we need’, Donelda Laing, Red Deer

Funding allocation is strategic, predictable, transparent
and accountable, and encourages cooperation!
‘As soon as there is money in the trough, all that collaboration goes out the window.
Really plan for that. You can’t just let it happen.’ Lesley Clarke, Nanaimo.!

Designated coordinating organisations and
roles ‘Can’t emphasis enough how important it was to have the Coalition’ Brad Crewson.
Victoria. Lesley Clarke, Nanaimo ‘money well spent.’ !

Public education and awareness is
‘If you’re going to roll out anything, get the community on
essential
board before you do it.’ Lesley Clarke, Nanaimo.
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Integration
Integration at all levels and in between all levels
‘I'm a big believer in it, because the person who becomes homeless should
is vital
become a client of the 'system', not an agency.’ - Stephen Gaetz.
Clarity in roles and responsibilities of all
‘Have clarity around who is responsible for the plan. Who is going to see this
involved
plan through? That’s where we had our bumps.’ Roxana Nielsen Stewart, Red
Deer

Purposeful time spent building relationships is valued and
Alina Turner, Calgary - ‘power is shared’. Leslie Clark, Nanaimo - ‘need profound
made explicit.!
respect and willingness to work together’
Monitoring and evaluation systems on a system-wide basis
are necessary
‘that is just critical, that is critical.’ Roxana Nielsen Stewart, Red Deer !
–!
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ORGANISATIONAL
Experienced, diverse, client-centered staff at varying
levels of clinical expertise is essential
A combination of programs and service is required
Strategic priority to attend first to clients with the highest
needs
Information management systems and sharing protocols
for client information and outcomes
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PRACTICE TOOLS
A combination of programs and service is required
Case management is a proven successful intervention
tool
Evidence based practices are used and strived for
Intake & triaging processes
A variety of tools are used in all stages of case
management
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CONCLUSIONS & next steps
CV best practice relevant and can be actioned in
service
delivery
Information
to develop shared understanding
THEMES offer framework & touchstones to guide the
way.
Menu of evidence based options available to decide

Next
Steps

distribute Best Practice report
Continue community engagement – partners & service
users
Scoping report
Recommendations on model
184

Questions & comments?

How can the housing task force take advantage of this
best practice report in achieving its goals?

Thank you for your time.
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF COURTENAY
BYLAW NO. 2754
A bylaw to impose rates on all
taxable lands and improvements
Whereas pursuant to the provisions of the Community Charter the Council must each year, by
bylaw, impose property value taxes on all land and improvements according to the assessed
value thereof, by establishing rates for:
a. the municipal revenue proposed to be raised for the year from property value taxes, as
provided in the financial plan, and
b. the amounts to be collected for the year by means of rates established by the
municipality to meet its taxing obligations in relation to another local government or
other public body;
Therefore, the Council of the Corporation of the City of Courtenay in open meeting assembled,
enacts as follows:
1.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Tax Rates Bylaw No. 2754, 2013”.

2.

The following rates are hereby imposed and levied for the year 2013:
(a)

For all lawful general purposes of the municipality, on the assessed value of land
and improvements taxable for general municipal purposes, rates appearing in
column “A” of the schedule attached hereto and forming a part of this bylaw
hereof;

(b)

For debt purposes, on the assessed value of land and improvements taxable for
general municipal purposes, rates appearing in column “B” of the schedule
attached hereto and forming a part of this bylaw hereof;

(c)

For purposes of the Vancouver Island Regional Library on the assessed value of
land and improvements taxable for general municipal purposes, rates appearing in
column “C” of the schedule attached hereto and forming a part of this bylaw
hereof;

(d)

For purposes of the Comox Valley Regional District on the assessed value of land
and improvements taxable for general municipal purposes, rates appearing in
column “D” of the schedule attached hereto and forming a part of this bylaw
hereof;

(e)

For purposes of the Comox Valley Regional District on the assessed value of land
and improvements taxable for general hospital purposes, rates appearing in
Column “E” of the schedule attached hereto and forming a part of this bylaw
hereof;
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3.

(f)

For purposes of the Comox-Strathcona Regional Hospital District on the assessed
value of land and improvements taxable for hospital purposes, rates appearing in
column “F” of the schedule attached hereto and forming a part of this bylaw
hereof;

(g)

For purposes of the Downtown Courtenay Business Improvement Area on the
assessed value of land and improvements for general municipal purposes, rates
appearing in column “G” of the schedule attached hereto and forming a part of
this bylaw hereof.

As soon as is practicable after the 2nd day of July, 2013, there shall be added to the unpaid
taxes of the current year, in respect of each parcel of land and its improvements on the
property tax roll, ten percent of the amount unpaid as of the 2nd day of July, 2013; and the
said unpaid taxes together with the amount added as aforesaid, shall be deemed to be
taxes of the current year due on such land and improvements.

Read a first time this 15th day of April, 2013
Read a second time this 15th day of April, 2013
Read a third time this

day of

Finally passed and adopted this

Mayor

, 2013
day of May, 2013

Director of Legislative Services
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BYLAW NO. 2754, 2013
SCHEDULE
Tax Rates (dollars of tax per $1000 taxable value)

A
General
Municipal

B
Debt

C
Library

Property Class

D
Regional
District

E
Regional
District

(rates applied
to general
assessment)

(rates applied
to hospital
assessment)

F
Regional
Hospital
District

G
Downtown
Courtenay
Business
Improv.
Area

3.3681

0.3641

0.2000

0.3250

0.4608

0.8023

0.0000

23.5765

2.5484

1.3998

2.2747

1.6129

2.8082

0.0000

3.3681

0.3641

0.2000

0.3250

0.4608

0.8023

0.0000

4. Major Industry

13.1355

1.4198

0.7799

1.2673

1.5668

2.7280

0.0000

5. Light Industry

13.1355

1.4198

0.7799

1.2673

1.5668

2.7280

1.1692

6.Business/Other

9.5990

1.0375

0.5699

0.9261

1.1290

1.9657

1.1692

8. Recr/Non-Profit

3.3681

0.3641

0.2000

0.3250

0.4608

0.8023

0.0000

9. Farm

3.3681

0.3641

0.2000

0.3250

0.4608

0.8023

0.0000

1. Residential
2. Utilities
3. Supportive Housing
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF COURTENAY
BYLAW NO. 2753
A bylaw to adopt the five year financial plan
WHEREAS the Community Charter, being SBC Chapter 26, 2003, requires a financial plan that
is adopted annually;
AND WHEREAS the financial plan shall by bylaw be adopted before the annual property tax
bylaw is adopted;
AND WHEREAS the planning period for a financial plan is five years, being the year in which it
is specified to come into force and the following 4 years;
AND WHEREAS the Community Charter, being SBC Chapter 26, 2003, Section 173, requires
that a municipality must not make an expenditure other than one authorized and provided for in
the financial plan;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of Courtenay, in open meeting
assembled, enacts as follows:
1.

This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “The 2013 – 2017 Financial Plan Bylaw
No. 2753, 2013”.

2.

Schedule “A” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the 2013
Financial Plan Statement.

3.

Schedule “B” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the 2013
– 2017 Schedule of General Municipal Property Tax Revenue by Property Class.

4.

Schedules “C” to “E” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw are hereby adopted as
the annual General, Water, and Sewer Operating Funds financial plan for the five-year
period ending December 31, 2017.

5.

Schedule “F” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the
detailed General Capital Fund expenditure program for the year ended December 31,
2013.

6.

Schedule “G” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the
detailed Water Capital Fund expenditure program for the year ended December 31, 2013.

7.

Schedule “H” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the
detailed Sewer Capital Fund expenditure program for the year ended December 31, 2013.
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8.

Schedule “I” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the
Consolidated Capital Expenditure Program for the five-year period ending December 31,
2017.

9.

Schedule “J” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the
Reserve Funds Expenditure Program for the year ended December 31, 2013.

10.

Schedule “K” attached hereto and made part of this bylaw is hereby adopted as the
Gaming Account Expenditure Program for the five-year period ending December 31,
2017.

11.

“The Final 2012-2016 Financial Plan Bylaw No. 2708, 2012” is hereby repealed.

Read a first time this 15th day of April, 2013
Read a second time this 15th day of April, 2013
Read a third time this

day of

Finally passed and adopted this

Mayor

, 2013
day of May, 2013

Director of Legislative Services
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF COURTENAY
BYLAW NO. 2752
A bylaw to authorize a Phased Development Agreement

WHEREAS the Council has given due regard to the consideration given in Section 905.1 of the
Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of Courtenay in open meeting
assembled enacts as follows:
1. Title
This Bylaw may be cited as “Phased Development Agreement Authorization Bylaw No.
2752, 2013 (Buckstone Investments Ltd.)”
2. Phased Development Agreement
The Mayor and Director of Legislative Services may execute and deliver an agreement with
Buckstone Investments Ltd. in the form attached as Schedule A, which forms part of this
bylaw.
3. This bylaw shall come into effect upon final adoption hereof.
Read a first time this

day of

, 2013

Read a second time this

day of

, 2013

Considered at a Public Hearing this

day of

, 2013

Read a third time this

day of

, 2013

Finally passed and adopted this

day of

, 2013

Mayor

Director of Legislative Services
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Schedule A to Bylaw No. 2752, 2013
Phased Development Agreement
This Agreement dated for reference the __ day of ____________ 2013 is
BETWEEN: City of Courtenay
830 Cliffe Avenue
Courtenay, British Columbia
V9N 2J7

AND:

(the "City")

Buckstone Investments Ltd. (Inc No. BC0822663)
c/o 1984 Comox Avenue
Comox, British Columbia
V9M 3M3
(the "Owner")

WHEREAS:
A.

The Owner is the registered owner of the land described in section 1 of this
Agreement ("Owner's Land");

B.

The Owner has amended the City of Courtenay Zoning Bylaw No. 2500, 2007, for
Lots A and B, District Lot 153, Comox District, Plan EPP19353 by way of Bylaw
No. 2668 (the "Zoning Amendment Bylaw") to permit the development of the
Owner's Land;

C.

Bylaw No. 2668 created a new Comprehensive Development Twenty-One Zone
(CD - 21) and rezoned the areas as shown on Schedule 1 from RU-8 (CSRD) to
Comprehensive Development Twenty-One Zone (CD - 21) Residential Three
Zone (R - 3) and Public Use and Assembly Two Zone (PA - 2).

D.

The Owner wishes to provide certain amenities and features in the development of
the Owner's Land, and the parties wish to ensure that the provisions of the Zoning
Bylaw as amended by the Zoning Amendment Bylaw 2668 continue to apply to
the Owner's land for the period more particularly set out in this Agreement; and

E.

The Council of the City has given notice and held a public hearing and has, by
bylaw, authorized the execution of this Agreement;

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the mutual promises set out in this Agreement, the
parties agree pursuant to section 905.1 of the Local Government Act as follows:
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APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
1.

This Agreement applies to the land legally described in Schedule 2, including any parcels
into which the Land may be subdivided.

BYLAW AMENDMENTS NOT TO APPLY
2.

3.

For the term of this Agreement, any amendment or repeal of Sections 1.1 through 8.47.11
of the City of Courtenay Zoning Bylaw No. 2500, 2007 as amended by the Zoning
Amendment Bylaw 2668 does not apply to the Land except:
(a)

as provided in section 905.1 (6) of the Local Governance Act; or

(b)

to the extent that the Owner agrees in writing that the amendment or repeal shall
apply to the Owner's Land.

For certainty, and without limiting section 2, the City agrees that any development permit
or building permit that would be issuable in respect of the Owner's Land on the date of
adoption of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw 2668 will be issued throughout the term of
this Agreement in accordance with the City of Courtenay Zoning Bylaw No. 2500, 2007
as amended by the Zoning Amendment Bylaw 2668 and the provisions and terms of this
Agreement, despite any amendment or repeal of the bylaw provisions specified in
sections 2 that would otherwise prevent the issuance of the permit.

AMENITIES AND FEATURES OF THE DEVELOPMENT
4.

A copy of the Proposed Development Phasing Plan is attached as Schedule 3.

Parks, Trails and Environmental Conservation
5.

The City’s Official Community Plan requires preservation and enhancement of the
natural environment and parks within its community. The following are requirements of
the proposed development of the Owner’s Land:
(a)

Park and walkway dedication as indicated within Schedule 4 on drawing 221146958-0 sheet D-1. The area of park dedication has been preliminarily
determined to be 2.28 Ha, and shall be confirmed by legal survey, at the time of
subdivision.

(b)

Dedication of park lands shall be made at the time of subdivision of those lands
immediately adjacent to the park, unless otherwise agreed by all parties.

(c)

A trail network shall be constructed, as identified on drawing 2211-46958-0 sheet
D-1, to City of Courtenay Standard. Each trail identified on the above noted
drawing will be constructed concurrently with the physical development of the
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land adjacent to the dedicated park (the dedication of park) in which it is located,
unless otherwise agreed by all parties.
(d)

A trail shall be constructed from the Owner’s Land, through the unimproved
Beachwood Road Right of Way, to the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Right of Way,
thence north on the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Right of Way to Fraser Road. This
2.5m wide trail shall be constructed of non-hard surfaced materials (gravel,
limestone chips, or similar material), suitable for pedestrian, cyclist and equestrian
traffic. The City will negotiate right of way and construction issues with adjacent
land owners, Southern Rail of Vancouver Island, the Island Corridor Foundation,
and the Owner(s) of Lot 1, District Lots 82 And 250, Comox District, Plan 33387
and Lot 6, District Lot 169, Comox District, Plan 5314.
The Owners, in their sole discretion may, as an alternate to 5(d), elect to construct
a non-hard surfaced trail from the Owner’s Land, through the unimproved
Beachwood Road ROW, across the E&N ROW, east to the foreshore, thence
north along DD19977A to Millard Road. The City will negotiate rights of way
and construction issues with all adjacent land owners, and the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure.

(e)

All park areas provided at the time of subdivision shall be graded per approved
engineered drawings, and shall be top soiled and seeded with a mixture acceptable
to the City’s Parks Department.

6.

Prior to constructing the first phase of the proposed Subdivision, the Owner shall prepare
a parks and trail plan in respect of the Land showing the proposed standards for each
proposed phase of park and trail development. This drawing should generally conform to
MCSL drawing 2211-46958-0 Sheet D-1.

7.

The parties agree that the dedicated parks and greenways described in Section 5 above
satisfy the requirements of Section 941 of the Local Government Act with respect to the
Project.

Financial Contributions
8.

Amenity payments will be made to the “Parks, Recreation, Cultural, and Seniors
Facilities Amenity Reserve Fund”, per the City of Courtenay’s Official Community Plan,
at the following rates:
Single family residential development contributions per lot:
Lot Size
Up to 650 m2
651 - 850 m2
851 - 1250 m2

$
$
$

Contribution
1,000
1,500
2,000
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1251 - 2500 m2
2501 - 4000 m2
4001 - 1 ha
Greater than 1 ha

$
$
$
$

2,500
3,000
3,500
5,000

Multi – residential development contributions per m2:
Floor Area
Up to 100 m2
101 - 150 m2
151 - 200 m2
Greater than 200 m2
(a)

9.

Fee
$
$
$
$

500
750
1,500
2,500

All contributions to the “Parks, Recreation, Cultural, and Seniors Facilities
Amenity Reserve Fund” shall be made at the time of building permit application,
for each lot, or unit created.

Amenity payments will be made to the “Affordable Housing Amenity Reserve Fund”, per
the City of Courtenay’s Official Community Plan, at the following rates:
Single family residential development contributions per lot:
Lot Size
Up to 650 m2
651 - 850 m2
851 - 1250 m2
1251 - 2500 m2
2501 - 4000 m2
4001 - 1 ha
Greater than 1 ha

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Contribution
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
5,000

Multi – residential development contributions per m2:
Floor Area per
Unit
Up to 100 m2
101 - 150 m2
151 - 200 m2
Greater than 200 m2
(a)

$
$
$
$

Contribution
500
750
1,500
2,500

All contributions to the “Affordable Housing Amenity Reserve Fund” shall be
made at the time of building permit application, for each lot, or unit created.
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OFF SITE SERVICING
10. Stormwater Management
.1

The Owner has prepared and provided to the City stormwater management reports
(“Stormwater Reports”) indicating the storm water management strategies
performance targets to be utilized on each portion of the Owner’s Land being
subdivided, including the incremental or cumulative impacts of the proposed
phasing of the development of the Land.

.2

The parties acknowledge and agree that additional reporting may be required by
the Approving Officer to address specific drainage issues that might arise in
respect of a particular phase of the Subdivision. Such reports shall be provided at
the time of detailed design, if warranted.

.3

New on-site or offsite storm waterworks and appurtenances to service the
development of the Owner’s Land must be constructed in accordance with the
Stormwater Reports and any additionally required reports, and be consistent with
the City of Courtenay Subdivision ControlBylaw 1401, 1986.

.4

Offsite stormwater management and/or conveyance infrastructure required to
service the development shall be constructed incrementally, and as required, by
capacity analysis provided by the Owner.

.5

The costs associated with the design and construction of offsite stormwater
conveyance infrastructure, solely of benefit to the Owner, shall be funded wholly
by the Owner. Infrastructure designed and constructed to be of benefit to a larger
area, shall be subject to latecomer agreements, or other cost recovery mechanisms,
as provided for in the Local Government Act.

.6

The City will negotiate right of way and construction issues with adjacent land
owners, Southern Rail of Vancouver Island, the Island Corridor Foundation, and
the Owner(s) of Lot 1, District Lots 82 And 250, Comox District, Plan 33387 and
Lot 6, District Lot 169, Comox District, Plan 5314.

11. Highway Infrastructure
.1

The Owner has provided to the City a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) assessing
vehicular, pedestrian and cyclist volumes from the proposed development, and the
larger surrounding area. The TIS has identified upgrades to highways required as a
result of the Project, and further upgrades required to suit future development of
adjacent lands.

.2

The City recognizes highways improvement projects identified in the TIS are of
benefit to the greater area, thus justifying their inclusion in future Development
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Cost Charge bylaw updates.
.3

The following off-site infrastructure improvements will be constructed as follows:
(a)

Implementation of an unsignalized four way stop intersection at Fraser
Road and the Comox Valley Logging Road, complete with appropriate
signage, prior to registration of the first phase of development.

12. Sanitary Sewerage
.1

Sanitary sewerage servicing requirements for the subject properties, and the
surrounding areas, has been established in the April 15, 2011 MCSL report
entitled “South Courtenay Sanitation and Potable Water System Expansion
Study”. MCSL drawing 2211-46958-0 sheet SC-3, is attached as Schedule 5.
This drawing schematically indicates the locations of the infrastructure
requirements noted in the following sections.

.2

The Owner shall construct a sewage liftstation capable of ultimately
accommodating a peak wet weather influent rate of 25l/s. The station shall be
designed and constructed to handle a design inflow rate of 25lps upon
commissioning. The station shall be located at the intersection of Sandpiper Road,
and Millard Road. The pump station shall be completed prior to occupancy of
dwelling units in the first phase of development. The incremental increase in
design and construction costs of a liftstation sized to accommodate the Owner’s
development, (16l/s capacity), and the ultimate capacity required by the City of
Courtenay (25 l/s), shall be reimbursed by the City of Courtenay upon completion
of the lift station.

.3

The Owner shall construct a 150mm diameter pressure sewer from the Sandpiper
liftstation, to the end of the existing City of Courtenay gravity sewage collection
system, prior to registration of the first phase of development. The additional cost
of installing a 150mm dia pressure sewer, in excess of the direct cost of installing
a 100mm dia pressure sewer, shall be reimbursed by the City of Courtenay upon
completion of the lift station.

.4

The Owner shall construct a 250mm dia gravity sewer from the Owner’s Land,
along the Beachwood Road Right of Way, to Hwy 19A. A 200mm dia gravity
sewer shall be constructed from the intersection of Hwy 19A and Beachwood
Road, to the Sandpiper lift station. The additional cost of installing a 250mm dia
gravity sewer, in excess of the direct cost of installing a 200mm dia gravity sewer,
shall be reimbursed by the City of Courtenay upon completion of the lift station.

.5

The City will negotiate right of way and construction issues with adjacent land
owners, Southern Rail of Vancouver Island, the Island Corridor Foundation, and
the Owner(s) of Lot 1, District Lots 82 And 250, Comox District, Plan 33387 and
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Lot 6, District Lot 169, Comox District, Plan 5314.
.6

The City shall reimburse Buckstone Investments up to $400,000 for the
advancement of sanitary sewers and associated infrastructure into South
Courtenay, upon provision of reasonable certified proof of expenditure and
completion of the work. This amount will satisfy the City’s commitment under
Section 12 – Sanitary Sewerage.

13. Potable Water
.1

Potable water servicing requirements for the subject properties, and the
surrounding areas, has been established in the April 15, 2011 MCSL report
entitled “South Courtenay Sanitation and Potable Water System Expansion
Study”. MCSL drawing 2211-46958-0 sheet SC-3, is attached as Schedule6. This
drawing schematically indicates the locations of the infrastructure requirements
noted in the following sections.

.2

Prior to registration of the first phase of development, the Owner shall construct a
300mm dia watermain, from the300mm dia stub at the intersection of Anfield
Road and Hwy 19A, to the Owner’s Lands. Provision shall be made for the future
extension of this watermain to Christie Parkway.

.3

The Owner’s engineer shall confirm adequate domestic and fire flows are
available for each consecutive phase of development. Works identified in this
section shall be completed when actual demand dictates, based on the
requirements of the City of Courtenay’s Subdivision Control Bylaw 1401, 1986.

.4

Service connections shall not be provided to any existing residence or property
from newly constructed watermains. Reconnection of existing service
connections to new potable water system components shall be undertaken by the
City, if required in the future.

.5

The Owner shall construct a boost pump system, in order to provide potable water
and fire protection to the upper portions of the Owner’s Lands. The Owner’s
engineer shall provide confirmation with each consecutive phase of development
that sufficient water supply is available, and confirm the required timing of this
infrastructure, in accordance with the requirements of the City of Courtenay’s
Subdivision Control Bylaw 1401, 1986.

.6

The City shall attend to any negotiations with adjacent land owners required to
allow for construction of Potable Water Works that may disrupt existing
commercial, industrial, or other enterprises within the Ministry of Transportation
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and Infrastructure’s road or utility Rights of Way.
.7

The City will negotiate right of way and construction issues with adjacent land
owners, Southern Rail of Vancouver Island, the Island Corridor Foundation, and
the Owner(s) of Lot 1, District Lots 82 And 250, Comox District, Plan 33387 and
Lot 6, District Lot 169, Comox District, Plan 5314.

ON SITE SERVICING
14. All services required to accommodate new development within the subject properties, are
to be designed and constructed to current City of Courtenay specification, unless
otherwise agreed by all parties.
15. The initial capital cost of On Site servicing, providing benefit to lands beyond the
development, shall, at the discretion of the Owner, be subject to latecomer agreements or
other cost recovery mechanisms.
TERM AND TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
16. The term of this Agreement is ten years from the date of adoption of the bylaw
authorizing the Agreement.
17. The parties may terminate this Agreement at any time by written Agreement.
18. If the amenities and features of the development are not provided to the standards and at
the times set out in Schedule 7, on which question the opinion of the City shall be
determinative provided that the City may not act unreasonably, the City may at its option
terminate this Agreement by providing notice in writing to the Owner, provided that the
City has at least two months prior to giving such notice advised the Owner in writing of
any alleged failure to provide such amenities and features in accordance with this
Agreement and the Owner has not corrected the deficiency to the reasonable satisfaction
of the City, or if such default reasonably requires longer than two months to remedy, the
Owner has failed to substantially commence remedying such default within two months
after receipt of the notice to the reasonable satisfaction of the City. The Owner
acknowledges that, in the event that this Agreement is terminated under this Section, the
City may further amend its zoning bylaw to reverse or modify the effect of the Zoning
Amendment Bylaw, without compensation to the Owner.
ASSIGNMENT OF AGREEMENT
19. The Owner may assign this Agreement in whole or in relation to any parcel into which
the Land may be subdivided, if the City, in its sole discretion, consents in writing to the
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assignment and the assignee has executed and delivered to the City a notice of
assumption and has entered into an assignment agreement with the Owner assigning the
Agreement. In consenting to such assignment, the City may require the Owner and the
assignee to enter into further agreements with the City concerning the performance of the
obligations contained in this Agreement in relation to the parcel of which the assignee is
or will become the owner.
20. The Owner acknowledges that the City is obliged to file a notice on title regarding the
existence of this Agreement and that, on the filing of such notice, the terms of the
agreement are binding on persons who acquire an interest in the land.
AMENDMENT OF AGREEMENT
21. The parties may in writing agree to minor amendments to this Agreement, and that for
that purpose a “minor amendment” is an amendment to any of Schedules 2 through 7
subject to the limitations of Section 905.4 of the Local Government Act.
22. The City may, prior to agreeing to such an amendment, convene a public hearing or other
proceeding for the purpose of determining the opinion of members of the public to such
amendment, notwithstanding that such a hearing or other proceeding is not required by
the Local Government Act, and the Owner agrees to participate in such proceeding for the
purpose of providing information to the public on the proposed amendment.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
23. All parties agree, in the event of dispute over any of the terms or conditions of this
Agreement, an independent arbitrator, jointly appointed to both parties, shall hear and
deliver a binding judgment.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
24. Any notice permitted or required by this Agreement to be given to either party must be
given to that party at the address set out above or to any other address of which the party
has given the other party notice in writing expressly for the purposes of this Agreement.
25. Except as expressly set out in this Agreement, nothing in this Agreement shall prejudice
or affect the rights and powers of the City in the exercise of its functions under the
Community Charter or the Local Government Act or any of its bylaws.
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26. Any opinion, decision, act or expression of satisfaction or acceptance provided for in this
Agreement may be taken or made by the City’s Director of Planning Services, unless
expressly provided to be taken or made by another official of the City.
27. No provision of this Agreement is to be considered to have been waived by the City
unless the waiver is expressed in writing by the City. The waiver by the City of any
breach by any of the other parties of any provision is not to be construed as or constitute a
waiver of any further or other breach.
28. Whenever in this Agreement the City is required or entitled to exercise any discretion in
the granting of consent or approval, or entitled to make any determination, take any action
or exercise any contractual right or remedy, the City may do so in accordance with the
contractual provisions of this Agreement and no public law duty, whether arising from
the principals of procedural fairness or the rules of natural justice or otherwise, shall have
any application in the interpretation or implementation of this Agreement except to the
extent that such duty arises as a matter of public law.
29. The Owner shall indemnify and save harmless the City, its officers, employees, council
members, agents and others (the “City Representatives”) from and against any and all
actions, causes of action, liabilities, demands, losses (but not loss of profits), damages,
costs, expenses (including actual fees of professional advisors), fines, penalties and other
harm of any kind whatsoever, suffered or incurred by the City or any of the City
Representatives, directly or indirectly, arising from, resulting from, connected with or
related to:
(a)

death, bodily injury, damage or loss of any property or other incident or
occurrence during the construction or operation of the amenities contemplated by
this Agreement;

(b)

any default or breach of this Agreement by the Owner; and

(c)

any wrongful act, omission or negligence of the Owner or its directors, officers,
employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors, licensees, or others for whom they
are responsible in law with respect to the covenants and obligations of the Owner
pursuant to this Agreement.

30. This indemnity shall survive any conclusion or other termination of this Agreement, in
relation to any matter arising prior to it.
31. If any Owner is delayed or prevented from the performance of any covenant or agreement
required hereunder by reason of any unavoidable cause, then performance of such
covenant or agreement shall be excused for the period during which such performance is
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delayed or prevented and the time for the performance thereof shall be extended
accordingly. For the purposes of this section, “unavoidable cause” means any event or
contingency beyond the reasonable control of the Owner, including without limitation a
delay caused by weather conditions, power failure, fire or other casualty, government law,
regulations or controls, civil commotion, insurrection, sabotage, invasion, rebellion,
military or usurped power, war or war-like operations and acts of God, but excluding a
delay caused by lack of funds.
32. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and will remain of the essence notwithstanding
the extension of any dates.
33. The Owner acknowledges and agrees that the City, acting reasonably, may, despite any
public law limitations on the withholding of development permits, building permits and
occupancy permits, withhold such permits for the purpose of ensuring compliance with
and administering the terms of this Agreement.
34. The City may, during the construction of any amenity required by this Agreement,
appoint from time to time an employee or official to represent the interests of the City
under this Agreement and advise the Owner in writing of such appointment, and the
Owner shall for that purpose provide to the City’s representative reasonable access to all
documents related to the construction including but not limited to plans, permits,
specifications, Building Code analyses, receipts, waybills, shipping documents and
contracts, and reasonable access to the sites of construction and all construction facilities.
The Owner agrees that the viewing of this document by the City’s representative does not
create any legal obligation, in tort or otherwise, on the part of the City or its
representative whether or not comments are given to the Owner and whether or not the
Owner chooses to act on comments that are given.
35. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts.

CITY OF COURTENAY
By its authorized signatories:
________________________________

________________________________

BUCKSTONE INVESTMENTS LTD.
By its authorized signatories:
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF COURTENAY
BYLAW NO. 2735
A bylaw to amend Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 2387, 2005
WHEREAS the Council has given due regard to the consideration given in Section 903 of the
Local Government Act;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of Courtenay in open meeting
assembled enacts as follows:
1. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw
No. 2735, 2012”.
2. That “Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 2387, 2005” be hereby amended as follows:
(a) That Part 3 Growth Management, of Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 2387, 2005 be
hereby amended by deleting section 3.0 and replacing it with the following:
Section 3
3.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT

3.1

Managing Growth

Section 3.0

3.1.1 Introduction
The City has faced the issues of boundary extension, amalgamations or future
municipal boundaries for many years. Boundary changes have proceeded primarily on
an individual basis; however, there is a need for a coordinated and consistent approach
to considering the future boundaries of the City. Adopting Growth Management
Policies as outlined in this section will establish a strategy for the City in moving
towards a workable and preferred boundary which will allow for the development and
environmental protection in a coordinated system.
Throughout adoption of the Regional Growth Strategy in March 2011, the City sought
to have the concerns on urban fringe development addressed. Section 3.2, Regional
Context Statement further outlines the City’s position on this topic.
Having a clear plan for the future expansion of the City remains one of the most
effective land use management tools which will lead to the integration and seamless
delivery of services in a more equitable manner in the Comox Valley. Municipal
boundary extensions are a necessity in order to manage the future growth of the City
and to solve existing urban fringe development problems. It will also help to prevent
suburban sprawl that has consumed rural lands on the urban fringe, protect our natural
environment and it will ensure urban growth occurs within urban boundaries. Rural
sprawl comes at a considerable expense to the City and impacts on the services the
City provides. The uncoordinated actions of the Regional District and provincial
agencies with approving authority for subdivisions, septic systems, private wells,
drainage, garbage, roads and taxes provides a regulatory system which has created the
urbanization of the unincorporated areas around the City.
The City has maintained a position that municipal services will not be extended
beyond the municipal boundaries.
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It is clearly evident that areas on the fringe of the City that have received a municipal
service such as community water, results in creating residential areas that are too
dense. This has lead to environmental problems of failing septic systems and a lack of
any stormwater management which impacts on the City.
In designing the City’s transportation, water, sanitary sewer and storm drainage
systems, the City follows good planning, financial and engineering practices and have
provided for possible service extensions for areas presently outside the municipal
boundaries, where applicable.
Growth management would be greatly enhanced if provincial regulations and
approvals reflected the actual cost of development outside municipal boundaries.
3.1.2 Goals
1. provide for managed growth
2. ensure equitable taxation for services provided and received
3. support efficient infrastructure development
4. protect environmentally sensitive areas
5. support sustainable development practices
3.1.3 Policies
Council will:
1. in examining boundary extensions consider the following criteria:
• continuity with existing boundary, topography, location of existing streams,
parks, roads and forest land
• proximity of existing municipal infrastructure and its capacity and elevation
• condition of existing infrastructure in the area under consideration
• effect of the change on any existing service areas
• advising of any known issues within the existing area, i.e. failing septic system
issues, stormwater
• cost of servicing including any latecomer agreements, DCC’s (City and
CVRD), developer contributions to planned infrastructure, servicing costs and
connection fees
• subdivision opportunities and future infrastructure locations, i.e. sewage lift
stations
• advising of the phasing-in of City municipal taxes
• frontage tax charges, when services are available to the property
• utility user charges on tax notices only when services are connected
• detailed servicing costs for potable water, sanitary sewer or storm drainage
referencing to any grants, assist factors
• method of payment of payment for proposed municipal services
- payment in full prior to service connection being provided to property line
- commuted payment by way of an annual parcel tax over and amortization
period not greater than fifteen years
• timing of the installation of municipal services
• preparing a local area plan following the boundary extension
• assessment/determination of potential capital works to be undertaken and to be
considered in the future City budgets
2. work cooperatively with Comox Valley jurisdictions regarding the cohesive and
complimentary development of land use regulation plans and strategies on the
provision of services.
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3. work to harmonize the delivery of services, and the streamlining of uniform
application procedures with the jurisdictions within the Comox Valley and the
provincial agencies.
4. not support the further densification of residential, commercial, industrial or
institutional uses in the non-municipal areas within a 5 km. radius of the City’s
boundaries. Support retaining large parcel sizes within this area greater than 4
hectares.
5. only allow municipal water and/or sewer services to areas within municipal
boundaries.
6. seek ways to ensure areas on the urban fringe pay equitably for services received
including police, recreation, transportation, cultural and the mitigation of
environmental problems.
7. position itself as the regional commerce centre of the Comox Valley promoting
new and existing industries to expand economic opportunities for growth and
development within the municipal boundaries. As such, the City will oppose
commercial, industrial or institutional developments on its fringes, and along the
Comox Valley Parkway, the Inland Island Highway, the Island Highway, Comox
Road, Ryan Road or Cumberland Road where it leads to urban sprawl and the
undermining of the existing tax base.
8. continue to lead efforts in storm water management, erosion and sediment control,
water supply, garbage and sewage disposal to protect the environment.
9. support Transportation Planning Initiatives designed to match population growth to
major destinations and centres of importance.
10. seek methods to continue to protect the Comox Lake Watershed.
Section 3.2
3.2

REGIONAL CONTEXT STATEMENT

Section 3.2

3.2.1 Introduction
On March 29, 2011, the Board of the Comox Valley Regional District adopted a
Regional Growth Strategy being Bylaw No. 120, 2010.
The purpose of this document is to assist in guiding decisions on growth, change and
development with the Regional District which includes the City of Courtenay.
The vision in the Regional Growth Strategy is that:
“The Comox Valley will continue to evolve as a region of distinct, well-connected and
well designed urban and rural communities. As stewards of the environment, local
governments, the K’omoks First Nation, public agencies, residents, businesses and
community and non-governmental organizations will work collaboratively to conserve
and enhance land, water and energy resources and ensure a vibrant local economy
and productive working landscapes.”
The RGS does support the principals and policies established in the City’s OCP. The
RGS is structured into five parts including:
1. Introduction
2. Context
3. Regional Policies
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4. Managing Growth
5. Implementation and Monitoring
Part 2 outlines the major trends that were the basis for the RGS. The City’s OCP
supports the importance of major trends and addresses those in the City’s objectives,
policies and land use designations. The RGS projects a population increase of
approximately 19,800 between 2010 and 2030 representing an annual growth rate of
1.6% and 500 residential units per year.
The City’s population in 2011 was 24,099 representing an annual increase of 1.88%
from 2006.
Part 3 describes a vision for the region along with the eight principle policy areas. Part
4 establishes a strategy for managing growth and land use activities whereas Part 5
sets out the tools and partnerships to implement the RGS.
As such, the amendments to the City’s OCP recommended in this report are minor in
nature and do not change the principle of managing growth and infrastructure to
protect the long term financial interests of the residents of the City.
Population projections can vary significantly given the numerous factors beyond the
control of the greater area. The City’s OCP provides for the consideration of a range of
growth and the policies are established to address changes in growth rates. Part 2 of
the City’s OCP, Vision and Strategy, expresses the vision for the City and the goals
that provide the foundation for the vision. Growth will occur through densification and
the expansion of the City’s boundaries which is supported in the RGS. The rate for
both development and boundary expansions will be dependent on available, suitable
lands and the provision of services through Council’s approval.
The RGS states the City shall develop and grow consistent with its function as the
Comox Valley’s largest urban area. New development should provide for a wide
diversity of housing and employment opportunities and allow for the highest densities
within the Comox Valley.
The City is achieving this through many of the recently approved housing and
commercial projects and will continue to follow this strategy. It is also important for
the OCP to anticipate and plan well into the future for growth and to coordinate this
growth with the demands on all City services. It is also important to ensure future
amendments to the RGS remain consistent with the fundamental principles in the
City’s OCP.
3.2.2 Goals
The goals, objectives and policies of the RGS bylaw as contained in Section 3 are
organized into the following eight sections which are outlined below for the
consistency of the City’s OCP.
Goal 1: Housing:
Ensure a diversity of housing options to meet evolving demographics and needs.
The OCP supports the development of housing options and contains policies that
examine ways to increase densities and to provide a balance between new and existing
developments.
These principles include:
1.

balance land uses to create a vibrant and diverse neighbourhood and community;
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2.

create neighbourhoods that will offer a variety of transportation choices;

3.

preserve and enhance open spaces, greenways and environmentally sensitive
areas;

4.

encourage green buildings and infrastructure; and

5.

lead in creating inclusive neighbourhoods for housing.

Goal 2: Ecosystems, Natural Areas and Parks:
Protect, steward and enhance the natural environment and ecological connections and
systems.
The OCP supports this goal beginning with a vision to have:
•
•

an expanding parks, natural areas and greenways system, and
a strategy to lead in environmental protection.

This is followed by goals and strategies to have:
• a system of Greenways to serve recreational needs
• parks and publicly accessible natural open space
• guidelines for sustainable development.
The City has and continues to put a great deal of effort into developing its parks and
open space system. The OCP states the provision of parks and services as an essential
contribution to the quality of life, environment and image of the City. The OCP
contains extensive policy on the parks and greenways systems and environment. The
Environmental Development Permit Area section of the OCP has been recently
updated on the basis of new mapping and new information.
Goal 3: Local Economic Development:
Achieve a sustainable, resilient and dynamic local economy that supports Comox
Valley businesses and the region’s entrepreneurial spirit.
Courtenay has long served as the economic centre of the greater Comox Valley and
this is recognized in the RGS. The OCP’s vision includes the City as being the centre
of commerce for the Comox Valley. This is supported by designating five principle
commercial areas within the City and to support the densification of these areas. It
recognizes the distinct role of the Downtown as an integral part of the community’s
social and cultural life, its identity and its economy. The mix of uses supported for the
commercial nodes and corridors reflect the policies of the RGS.
Goal 4: Transportation:
Develop an accessible, efficient and affordable multi-modal transportation network,
that connects Core Settlement Areas and designated Town Centres, and links the
Comox Valley to neighbouring communities and regions.
The City’s OCP sets out specific goals and policies on the development of a
transportation system that provides choices for different modes of travel. This system
works towards reducing travel distances and congestion through the consideration of
the long term impacts of all land use decisions. Selecting the correct location for land
uses will ensure the right balance of new and existing growth which support the City’s
infrastructure.
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Goal 5: Infrastructure:
Provide affordable, effective and efficient services and infrastructure that conserves
land, water and energy resources.
The vision established in the City’s OCP supports the efficient development of all
infrastructure following complete land use and engineering analysis. The City has
identified a number of sustainable practices and policies for new development.
The City has maintained a position that municipal services will not be extended
beyond the municipal boundaries and this is supported through policy in the OCP
allowing for the best management of the City’s infrastructure, financial health and
delivery of City services.
Goal 6: Food Systems:
Support a high quality of life through the protection and enhancement of community
health, safety and well-being.
This is achieved through the established vision for the City which includes the support
for a viable agricultural economy through the protection of agricultural lands. The
OCP recognizes the important role of agricultural lands and supports the principle of
preserving farmland and farming activities. The goals and policies promote the
expansion and protection of the agricultural industry. It is also acknowledged that the
BC Agricultural Land Commission regulates the use and subdivision of all lands
within the ALR.
Goal 7: Public Health and Safety:
Support a high quality of life through the protection and enhancement of community
health, safety and well-being.
This is supported through the City’s vision statement which includes being:
•
•
•
•

an inclusive, open and caring community
commitment to continued excellence
a strategy to lead in environmental protection
committed to youth and seniors

This is further expanded upon in the OCP with a strategy to develop a system of
greenways, protect and provide publicly accessible natural open space, design for
sustainable development and support social equality.
Goal 8: Climate Change:
Minimize regional greenhouse gas emissions and plan for adaptation.
The City’s OCP was amended in 2010 to include a section on “Planning for Climate
Change”. The City has developed and adopted policies consistent with provincial
directions and targets and supports the climate change goals in the RGS. They City
also re-wrote the Environmental Development Permit Guidelines in 2011 which
recognizes and strengthens the protection of ecosystems and development with respect
to changes as a result of climate change.
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3.2.3 Managing Growth
Part 4 of the RGS establishes a strategy for managing growth. This includes 16 growth
management principles which support the goals identified in Part 3. It includes
identifying areas of existing development on the fringe of the City that should
eventually be incorporated through boundary extensions and provided with publicly
owned water and sewer services in order to address existing health and environmental
issues. The RGS also requires areas to be identified on the fringes of the City that
should eventually be incorporated through boundary extension and provided with
publicly owned water and sewer services in order to allow for new long term growth
opportunities in a phased and orderly manner.
Traditionally urban boundaries have been extended in order to accommodate growth
and urban forms of development and to provide services for failing infrastructure
systems. It has also been considered to prevent urban uses and densities to continue
and expand outside the City’s boundaries. Boundary extensions will remain an
effective tool for the management of land uses and infrastructure systems for the City.
The City confirms its long term interest in extending municipal boundaries and
supports the general areas for inclusion as identified as “Settlement Expansion Areas”
in the RGS and the adjoining lands which would allow for logical expansion
boundaries.
3.2.4 Implementation
Part 5 of the RGS addresses implementation measures, monitoring, and amendment
procedures. The OCP establishes the principles and policies to be followed by Council
in the implementation of the RGS and the sharing of information within the Comox
Valley Regional District occurs on a regular basis. It is concluded that entering into an
implementation agreement would be an unnecessary expense to the City and it would
be redundant to the existing practices of the City.

2. This bylaw shall come into effect upon final adoption hereof.
Read a first time this

day of

, 2012

Read a second time this

day of

, 2012

Considered at a Public Hearing this

day of

, 2012

Read a third time this

day of

, 2012

Finally passed and adopted this

day of

, 2012

Mayor

Director of Legislative Services
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